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You are required
to have a safety
training program.

ccidents don't just happen. They are caused by unsafe acts.
I would like to believe that nobody intentionally commits an unsafe act, but unsafe acts do occur.
As I write this editorial, I am sitting outside a courtroom waiting
to testify as an expert witness in a tree care safety case. What happened? An inadequately trained treeworker committed an unsafe
act and was severely injured.
His medical expenses were paid by workers comp and he collected a pay check every week as well. Still, he was convinced that
there was a lot more money to be had.
According to the law, an employer cannot be sued if an accident
victim collects workers comp. That doesn't apply, however, to the
manufacturer or supplier of any tools, materials or equipment that
may have been involved in an accident. So, victims often sue the
equipment manufacturer, the dealer and everyone else in the stream
of commerce.
If the manufacturer loses, the cost of his insurance goes up. Manufacturers usually recover that cost by charging more for their product. Who pays? Everyone, including the employer who failed to
provide adequate training.
Now we have come full circle. The cost of the equipment has increased, along with the employer's insurance premium. A small
investment in training at the outset could have avoided these cost
increases.
Worst of all, someone was injured.
Worker safety has always been my primary concern. I will not
accept an employer's excuse that there is no time for training or that
it is too costly. Make the time! It will pay for itself.
At the risk of using this column as a commercial, the National
Arborist Association has all the safety training programs you need,
plus a guideline for setting up and implementing a safety program.
In addition to the moral value of a safety program, federal law
(OSHA) requires every employer to "provide a workplace free
from recognized hazards." Accordingly, you are required to have a
safety training program.
Start right now. Get that safety program in place. Let's make sure
that everyone has a Merry Christmas and a healthy, Happy New
Year. As for me, I hope that I never have to testify in court again.
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The SATURN unit is the ultimate tree trimmer with a working height of up to 57 feet. Greater overcenter boom actuation
provides exceptional reach capacity for improved productivity. Lower boom actuates 138 0 .

If you are already using a SATURN aerial lift, then you are
experiencing the reliability, maneuverability and easy
operation that we knew you would expect when our
engineers designed it. But we believe that building and
the rest is
designing a good product is just half the job
quality service. Whether it's helping you make a prudent
purchasing decision, getting your equipment delivered to
you on time, following up and putting your unit into service,
or helping you maintain the machines you use day after
day.. TECO is always there for you.
. . .

.

Choosing a reliable partner for your business is the best
assurance for a solid future. So if you aren't using a
branch out by
SATURN in your neck of the woods.
giving us a call. TECO Sales and Service Centers and
Dealers are located nationwide to assist you.

POINTS TO CONSIDER
• Lower boom actuates 138 0
• Excellent side reach 44 feet
• 57 feet of working height
• Boom actuation without chains or cables
• Smooth, easy one hand control
• Quick set-up, saves you time
• SATURNS are in service worldwide
• Economical to own and maintain.
-

UW ®

. .

TECO-Birmingham, AL
(205) 987-7534

TECO-Honeybrook, PA
(215) 942-2500

9733 Indianapolis Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46809

(219) 747-1631

See us at
TCI Expo
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On a good climbing saw, the muffler and on/off switch are protected; oil and gas fill plugs are easy to get to.

By Peter Gerstenberger
A dozen chain saw manufacturers have
the technology and capability to build
durable, professional saws. Still, deciding
which brand to buy is a personal matter.
Arborists agree, however, on the criteria
they use when choosing an individual saw
or a chain saw manufacturer—namely,
features, service and performance.

Parts & service
Say one of your enthusiastic tree
climbers rips the pull rope out of his
climbing saw. Then between the job and
the shop, the rope and starter handle vanish. The dealer tells you he's going to have
to order it directly from the manufacturer.
As it turns out, the manufacturer's em4

ployees are on strike. It doesn't matter because the part is on back order anyway.
So, for the next three weeks you have an
oily paperweight.
The best saw in the world won't make
money for you when it isn't running. If
you rely on outside maintenance and parts
suppliers, then it is more important to shop
the dealers than to pick the "best" saw.
Draw on the experiences of other arborists
in your area to help you pick a dealer.
If you maintain your own saws, look for
manufacturers with a stable product line
so you can recycle parts.
Steve Mays, of Carroll Tree Service in
Maryland, maintains 30-35 saws. 'If my
company were smaller and I had more
control over the abuse my small saws take.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY-NOVEMBER 1992

I would buy more expensive, more
durable saws." he says.

Takes a licking...
Taking a saw up a tree every day will
quickly reveal its weakest parts. It is no
surprise then that most owners rank durability ahead of all other criteria, including
performance, handling and price.
Several owners we polled said they expect to get about a year and a half out of a
climbing saw. For that year and a half, that
saw has to work every day. and start reliably many times a day. After that, the saw
is rebuilt, used for parts or tossed in the
dumpster.
Simplicity is another important feature
in a small saw. The most popular climbing
saws have few exposed plastic or light al-

10\ parts. Iii tact, because the have tev
parts at all, they are easy to take apart and
put back together. Over half the saw owners surveyed did the bulk of their own saw
maintenance.
How much should you spend on a
climbing saw? There are two schools of
thought. One says you pay a premium for
an expensive import: the other says that
dropped from a certain height. the highpriced saw breaks in as many pieces as the
less expensive one.

4,

According to a National Arborist Association survey, the high-priced climbing
saws have a slight edge in the arhorist market because owners are pretty
much satisfied with their performance and
durability.
Here are other features to consider.
Most climbers prefer the balance of a tophandle saw, yet like their hands far enough
apart to maintain good control. Look for a
saw with the muffler mounted on the front
or in a protected area on the side. Otherwise, climbers are going to have problems
with burned pant legs or worse.
Finally, the on/off switch and choke
should be protected but readily accessible.
Turning the saw off accidentally in the
middle of a cut can be irritating and dangerous.

r
ru
.L_

\rborists were unanimous in their con:npt for so-called low-kickback saw
bars. Non-reversible bars last half as long.
Ihe extra small radius tips. according to
owners, wear out fast. In all, they are not
practical options for a professional chain
.aw user.
Owners favored anti-vibration systems.
Specially in large saws because of their
longer running times. Again, some work
bcttcr than nhcr.

Other features
A climbing saw must start and operate
reliably every day.

Larger saws
As for ground saws, professionals opt
for performance over durability. Owners
look for cutting speed and a combination
of features such as handle configuration
and anti-vibration systems that cut down
on operator fatigue. Carmen Denardo, supervisor at Ted Collins & Associates in
Rochester. New York, likes the heated
handle some large saws offer for cold
weather.
A homeowner buying a chain saw looks
at two features: the price tag and the guide
bar length. Don't be like the homeowner!
Mike Cook. Alpine—the Care of Trees
in Connecticut, advises choosing the
bar length you need for the work, then
matching it to a saw that can power it
comfortably.
Bob Mead. owner of R.A. Mead Tree
Experts in Maryland. cautions that cheap
may be good. but good isn't always cheap.
Ground saws get more use and less abuse
than climbing saws. It makes sense, therefore, to spend a little extra for quality and
performance. Then be sure to take care of
the saw.

bet een lo -kickbacL chain and semichisel or full-chisel chain is negligible.
The latter two may be somewhat easier to
'Sharpen in the field.
Owner opinion on chain brakes went to
both extremes. Those who objected to
them complained about chain brakes that
engaged easily when they contacted brush
or limbs. More than one person told us. "A
chain brake saved me." Both groups make
alid points—some brakes work better
than others. Our advice? Test how the
chain brake works before you buy a saw.
Remember, don't let employees disconnect chain brakes or use them as parking
brakes.

Safety features
The most important safety feature of
any chain saw is the saw operator. Proper
training and supervision on the part of the
employer and attentiveness and caution on
the part of the operator will prevent most
saw accidents. Proper apparel and personal protection is important. too. (See article
on chain saw safety.)
Certain design features of new chain
saws help prevent saw kickback and operator injury.
A caution on kickback protective devices. The ANSI B 175 standard for chain
saw safety requires saws of 3.8 cubic inches and above to have at least one anti-kickback device. Saws under 3.8 cubic inches
must have two. Kickback accounts for
one-fifth of all saw injuries.
So-called low-kickback chain is now
standard equipment on most off-the-shelf
saws. Most saw owners we polled endorsed its use, especially on saws for inexperienced operators and climbers. For
most arborists. the performance difference
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

Here are some practical features you
shouldn't overlook. Are the oil and gas
fill holes located so that the operator cannot help spilling oil or gas all over the motor housing? Can the operator remove and
clean the air filter without disassembling
most of the saw? Does the layout of controls make sense? Is the on/off switch
protected from accidental shut-off? Do the
weight and balance of the saw feel comfortable?
Some companies open dealerships to
get saws and saw parts at cost. Thus, another factor guiding your purchase might
be whether the saw manufacturer will give
your firni a dealership. Some manufacturers are picky about who becomes a dealer
because they want their dealers to sell a
minimum number of saws while providing quality service.
Remember that when you buy a chain
saw, you are not simply purchasing a machine: you are buying what that machine
can do for you over time. As an astute
business person, you must weigh factors
like cost. durability, performance and ease
of maintenance in deciding which manufacturer's saw can perform best for you.

'Cl

Think Smart, Think Safety
By Soren Eriksson
Despite the many advancements in
chain saw safety features in recent years,
more than 35,000 chain saw-related accidents—many among skilled professionals—were reported in 1989, according to a
report by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission.
Nearly all of the accidents could have
been avoided if the chain saw operators
had observed smart safety practices.
For starters, select and use only chain
saws boasting top-notch safety features.
Saws should include features designed to
reduce kickback, such as low-kickback
chains, a chain brake designed to stop the
chain should kickback occur, and a smallradius guide bar. Also, look for a high
power-to-weight ratio and an anti-vibration system to reduce saw vibration in
front and rear handles, especially if you'll
be doing a lot of cutting in one day. A
powerful, lightweight saw with dampened
vibration reduces operator fatigue, keeping you safer.
Select the proper saw for the task at
hand. When climbing for tree trimming,
choose a top-handled saw that offers good
balance and the best safety features, including a chain brake. For cutting smaller
limbs and branches, a lightweight, highspeed saw is recommended; saws running
at 13,500 rpms are best suited for cutting
smaller limbs quickly and efficiently.
Select a mid-sized saw for cutting large
branches or bucking wood on the ground;
one with a bar of approximately 16 to 20
inches offers maneuverability and a
lighter weight, enabling you to get the
most power out of the saw and reducing
the risk of the bar tip coming in contact
with adjacent logs or branches.
For cutting the bole of larger trees, select a larger saw with high torque and a
bar running 24 to 32 inches. Some stump
cutting calls for even longer bars, from 48inch bars that can smoothly tackle trees

with an 8-foot diameter to bars up to six
feet in length for even larger trunks.
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Husqvarna strongly recommends the use of protective headgear, legwear, footwear,
eye and ear protection and gloves.

Inspect your chain saw before each use.
Make sure the chain brake is clean and

lice ol
dui and dirt, that the brake
hand isn't worn, and that both the inertia
and manual activation of the brake is
in proper working condition. The chain
should be sharpened and exhibit proper
tension. Check the throttle safety lock.
chain catcher pin, and all guards and
handles.
When prepping the unit for operation,
use only the correct fuel/oil mixture in the
chain saw fuel tank. Fill the unit with fuel
at least 30 feet from the job site to avoid
any possibility of a spark igniting.

Protective apparel
Once your chain saw checks out, take a
look at yourself. You should always wear
protective clothing when operating a chain
saw. While it is no replacement for safe
equipment and proper technique. protective apparel can go a long way toward reducing the severity of accidents.
Husqvama strongly recommends the use
1 protective headgear. legwear. footwear.
lo\ c.
C\ c and car protect i in. and

ing to lend oil al Ii tie Ii mh and bianclie.
Arborists should use only headgear that
complies with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) requirements: such
equipment is readily available from
servicing dealers and can be distinguished
by a special sticker or stamp label in the
cap. For maximum protection. you may
prefer a protective hard hat with a visor
and earmuffs for additional ear and face
protection.
On-the-job. arborists should make eye
protection a regular part of their attire.
whether they are operating machinery or
not. Eye protection can protect against
branches snapping at eye level, as well as
flying debris such as wood chips. While
protective hard hats with screened visors
shield the face, they do not offer complete
eye protection: goggles or prescription
safety glasses must also be used. Look for
those that comply with ANSI Z87.1 standards for complete protection when operating chain saws and chippers.

Always wear a protective hard hat or
he I met. \ he I met \\ ill protect von by help-

Gloves
Work gloves or mitts reduce the chance
of cutting and scratching hands when operating machinery and working around
sticks and stems. Look for high-quality,
rugged. flexible gloves, preferably leatherpalmed. For extra protection, look for
built-in chain saw protection for the left
hand. Well-fitted or Velcro-adjustable
wrist closures prevent splinters by keeping
out wood chips.

Protective legwear
Hearing protection

Headgear

caused b\ e\tended not e. Lar I nut t
which can be freestanding or attached to a
protective helmet, envelope the ear, offering additional protection from branches.
Look for ear protection that offers a high
noise reduction rating. preferably above
20d13. Ear muffs offering excellent noise
reduction typically still permit the wearer
to hear nearby conversation. For maximum protection. replace sealing cushions
every two months.

Those operating any type of outdoor
power equipment should look to ear plugs
or muffs to prevent hearing impairment

"The HOMELITE410
Makes Small Work of Big Jobs"

411Wk

Husqvarna recommends protective legwear for anyone operating a chain saw.
The two types of protective materials most
commonly found in such legwear are

• 20" Guide Bar
• Automatic & Manual Oiling
• 4.1 cu. in. Engine
• Solid State Ignition

UNDER $600
FREE SHIPPING IN US.A

t

ro

Jerry B. Leach Co.
P.O. Box 71
Cheraw, SC 29520

111
I

1-800-845-9005

DO IT RIGHT, DO IT HOMELITE!
Please circle 21 on the Reader Service Card
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American Pulp Wood Association. Those
proposed regulations call for maximum
front coverage and protection at least four
inches back on the left seam of each leg,
offering additional protection should
chain saw catch and twist the chaps. Some
styles of chaps wrap around the left side of
each leg to provide increased protection
should a running chain pull material to the
right. Winter and summer weight styles
are available.

MAW

Footwear
Chain saw operators should wear light
but sturdy rubber or leather boots. Select
comfortable, quality boots offering solid
support, steel toes and non-slip treads.
Boots that feature special chain saw protection on the front and sides are also
available. Winter liners add extra warmth
during cold months.

Other protective gear
Avoid loose-fitting clothing that can get
caught in machines. thickets or branches.
We recommend well-ventilated jackets
and shirts that allow you to move freely
but that are not baggy. Make rain gear and
a first aid kit part of your gear, also.
Quality protective apparel and accessories are available from outdoor power
equipment servicing dealers and arhorist
supply houses.

Safe starts

Carefully plan your cutting job to avoid possible hazards such as dead limbs,
electric lines, roads or other people. Evaluate wind direction and the lean of
the tree.

warp knit nylon and Keviar (TM). Warp
knit nylon, which costs less and is more
flexible, is composed of long threads of
nylon that protect the wearer by acting as
a brake to jam a saw's chain, should the
two come in contact. Warp knit nylon can
be machine washed and still retain its
usefulness and effectiveness. Keviar is
a lightweight material that acts as a shield
to resist penetration by a chain saw,
should the material come in contact with a
saw's chain.

Tear-resistant legwear can take the form
of pants or chaps. Those who routinely operate a chain saw throughout the course of
a day might find protective pants more
convenient. Protective pants are normally
cooler than chaps because there is no need
to wear pants underneath.
If using a saw intermittently, chaps
equipped with quick release buckles might
be more convenient as they can easily be
taken off and put on over pants. Look for
chaps that meet standards proposed by the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

Before pulling the starter cord, flip the
chain saw to "on" and put the choke and
throttle controls into the "start" position.
(On some models the throttle and choke
are combined in one control.)
The safest way to start a chain saw is
with it sitting on the ground. Be sure that
nothing is obstructing the guide bar and
chain. With the chain brake engaged. grab
the front handle firmly with your left
hand. In order to make sure the saw sits
securely, put your right foot in the real handle. Pull slightly on the starter cord until you feel the starter mechanism catch
and then pull sharply to start the saw.
Once the engine ignites, push the choke in
and pull the starter cord again. For warm
starts, set the throttle at half open.
Another recommended way to start the
chain saw is to lock the saw firmly between your legs, placing your left hand on
the front handle, with the left wrist and elbow extended straight and locked. With
the chain brake engaged, pull the starter
cord sharply.

0
plated cylinder for
I nger life at high RPM.

C hrome

Our new high torque
Shindaiu'a 377 pumps out
2.5 horsepower from an
8.8 pound package.

Easy single thumb-screw access
to plug, filter, and carburetor.
Five-point anti-vibe system
for less fatigue under susLLLiUCU jJIuJc.).)tu1Lu.L (4.)C.

-

luoul

Boot-mounted
carburetor to eliminate vapor lock.

'

Hh ll ilinniiumi Jnr ii
n it/i two flexible cast iron
rings for longer life,
improved sealing and
upL'rLor piston support.

sh
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Rill bearing supported

ciinkshaft tt'zth caged
nccile bearing on
h rh ends of
the conrod.

Automatic, fulk
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Lii jti.stihle
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oil pump
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WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE THE
BEST SMALL SAWS IN THE WORLD.
At Shindaiwa, we have a way of making other
saws look wimpy. With a family of small vertical
cylinder saws that boast better power-to-weight,
superior anti-vibe design, longer life, more professional features, and greater cutting torque than any
Other saws in their class. All backed by a 7-day
unconditional money-hack guarantee, and one of
the strongest dealer networks in the country.
For a free demonstration of these, or our other

saws, trimmers and hrushcutters, see your Shindaiwa
dealer today.
You won't find another small saw with the guts to
stand up to a Shindaiwa. Not one.

See us
at
TCI Expo

shindama

~

SHINDAIWA 360
8.SIk., 35.2cc.
2.5 HP

AR•OiST

WE SIMPLY MAKE THEM BETTER.
11975 S.W. Herman Rd., Tualatin, Oreun 97062
For the Shindaiwa dealer nearest you,
call 1-800-521-7733.

cJ
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SHINDAIWA 3005
8.6lhs., 2 ,s. cc,
1.8 HP

1 4*

8

SHINDAIWA 377
b.lk., 37.7cc,
High
en Torque 2.5 HP

SUINDAIWA 488
10 lbs., 41.9 cc,
3.5 HP

Plan the job
Carefully plan your cutting job to avoid
possible hazards, such as dead limbs, electric lines, roads or other people. Evaluate
wind direction and the lean of the tree.
Work a safe distance from others, but
never work alone. Make sure help is nearby in case of an accident.
When cutting. stand on firm, level
ground to one side of the cut. Always hold
the saw with both hands during operation.
Maintain control when the engine is runfling by always keeping a firm grip on the
saw with your right hand on the rear handle, your left hand on the front handle, and
your thumbs and fingers encircling the
handles. The same grip should be used
whether you are right- or left-handed since
this working position gives you more control in case of kickback.
When cutting a tree, always hold the
saw close to your body for maximum control, and the saw body close to the tree
trunk. Cutting should he done at full throt-

See us
at
TCI Expo

tie to prevent the chain from grabbing as it
begins to cut, causing kickback.
Sawing with the bottom edge of the
guide bar is the most natural as the saw is
easier to control, partly because the motion of the chain pulls the saw towards the
tree trunk. Be particularly careful in situations where it is necessary to use the top
edge of the guide bar; the motion of the
chain can push you backwards and throw
you off balance.
Never perform any service or maintenance on a running chain sav.

check for obstructions below and behind
the log you are cutting.
Soren Eriksson is president of Soren
Eriksson Training, Inc., a Su,nmert'illeS. C.-based consulting agency dedicated to
the practices of chain saw safety and efficiency. Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co.,
Charlotte, N. C., a manufacturer of forest.
lawn and garden power products for
applications, is ci national sponsor 1
Erik.cson c

Protect against kickback
Protect yourself against chain saw kickback. Never modify or remove the chain
brake on the chain saw; it is there to reduce the effect of kickback and prevent
possible injury. If a boring or plunge cut is
necessary, run the saw at full rpms and begin the cut with the bottom edge of the
bar, not the tip; avoid cutting with the tip
of the bar whenever possible. Always

Ado

GET ON THE WINNING SIDE
USE CHIPPER KNIVES FROM

SHARP TOOL CO., INC
->
rb

+

61
t

+

Q&
S,0
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Asplundh, Chipmore, Vermeer
lo l x 3" x 3/8T1_$24.00
12" x 3" x 3/8"—$19.95
THE

l#c
167 California St.. Ne*Ion, MA 02158

7 Bonazzoli Ave.
Hudson, MA 01749

10

CALL

1-800-221-5452
MC & VISA accepted

Please circle 49 on the Reader Service Card
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THE

TOOL CO.. INC.
167 California SL N*1O,,. MA 02158

7 Bonazzoli Ave.
Hudson, MA 01749

Training Tackles Safety Techniques
Soicn Lrikon Trat ii no. Inc.. S urnnierville, S.C., now offers a series of tree
felling and limbing sessions.
The sessions are led by renowned
forestry safety expert Soren Eriksson.
Swedish logger and trainer of thousands
of forestry professionals, with the support
of Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co., a
leading manufacturer of forestry and lawn
equipment.
Programs on nearly all tasks involving
a chain saw can be custom-built to meet
specific needs." says Eriksson, who has
designed training sessions for tree care
professionals running from two hours to
30 days.
In addition, more than 10 preset procrams are offered. All training is designed
10 i mpro\ c aIct\. cit icicncv and equip-

hot Deals

all

I

jr

4.;

ty
Soren Eriksson

ment life. Participants learn directional
lcllino rncthod\: chain av kilk for

Ic ili no. ii in hino and bucki no: about ii novations in protective equipment: how to
maximize equipment potential: and maintenance techniques.
Widely regarded as the world's leading
forestry safety and efficiency expert.
Fri ksson has taught his techniques to more
than 30.000 students. He is perhaps best
known as the creator of "Game of Logging.' a professional logger training program emphasizing safety and efficiency
which culminates each year in regional
and national competitions.
For more information, contact Tim Ard,
a forestry applications instructor with
Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co. and an
organizer for Eriksson's training, at 9137
Ridge Road, Hiram, GA 30141. Phone:
44-943-474.

Missouri

on5TJHL
Stihl 026
TIHL

Great Saw for limb ing!

44C

Crader Distributing Co.
Box 5, Highway 34E
Marble Hill, MO
(314) 238-2676
Ohio

Pennsylvania

Bryan Equipment Sales, Inc.
457 Wards Corner Road
Loveland, OH
(513) 248-0398

Keystone Stihl, Inc.
P0 Box 188
Mifflintown, PA
(717) 436-8912

ArakansaslLouisiana

Stihl Southwest, Inc.
P.O. Box 518
Malvern, AR
(501) 332-2788
New Jersey

Metropolitan Stihl Co.
P0 Box 315
Parsippany, NJ
(201) 428-9550
North Carolina

For bigger jobs.

Conneticut

New England Stihi, Inc.
14 Forest Parkway
P0 Box 784
Shelton, CT
(203) 929-8488

Mid-Atlantic Suhl
P0 Box 2507
Durham, NC
(919)383-7411
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Illinois

Mississippi Valley Siihl
3023 W. Farmington Rd
Peoria, IL
(309) 676-1304
•• • • • • • • • • I I I I I•
• Call 1-800-43-Stihl for a
•
• Stihi dealer near you.
•. I I I I I I I I I I I I 00
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Lessons From My Son
What A 2-year-old Has Taught Me About Managing A Business

By Donald F. Blair
So much of success in life depends
upon timing and preparedness. I held off
having children for 20 years so that I'd
have more time to devote to my business
and sold the contracting division of the
tree company so I'd have more time to devote to a family.
Now that I have arrived at a point in my
life where I have a 2-year-old son. I realize
that I missed the opportunity of my life by
not having a child at the same time I built
my business. Although I'm sure I
wouldn't have had the patience nor the energy to do much of a job at either, if I'd
done them at the same time, being a father
would have made me a better business
manager and provided me with some insights into human nature that I sorely
needed 20 years ago.

Lesson 1
Mackenzie starts out each day with the
same basic routine: He's wet, hungry and
ready to get on with his day. Regardless of
how fussy he is or how I feel when he
starts the day for us, I'm slowly learning
that his fussiness will pass more quickly if
I don't play into it. As hard as it is not to
appear perturbed about a wet bed and a
wet boy who can put most kick boxers to
shame, we are able to move through his
wake-up tantrum faster if I'm calm and
cheerful and strive to take his mind off his
troubles.
A good deal of the tone for a day is set
by the morning reception and briefing.
Not everyone can be brought out of the
bad mood that they carried to work, but
there are certainly ways to avoid adding to
the burden.
12

Your business is your baby. Some days
it will be ajoy and some days it will be
a burden.
Lesson 2
Safety is a matter of training, anticipation and consistency. An apprentice tree
worker has a lot in common with a toddler. Both are eager to please and explore
and both are unaware of the dangers and
possible consequences of "standing here
or grabbing that."
My wife Patty and I are constantly saying (yelling) "Hot!" and "Fingers!" and
my wife's favorite—"Dirty!" In spite of
our best efforts and diligence, Mackenzie
has still managed to brand himself with an
iron, lose the tip of a finger in a car door
(successfully reattached), gain an honorable mention in land diving (off a playground slide) and collect miscellaneous
bruises and stitches.
Because we have been vigilant in trying
to anticipate hazards (everything), patient
in trying to explain them, and well rehearsed in the fastest routes to the Emer gency Room, Mackenzie has lived long
enough to begin to put two years of training into practice. He expects to be buckled
into his car seat, and will do it himself if
we aren't fast enough. He leans over most
foods and tests them with his tongue to see
if they are hot. He's also learning to use
the word "hot" as an excuse not to eat the
things he doesn't like.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

Mackenzie likes to be near noisy equipment and expects to wear ear muffs if he is
allowed to watch the equipment at all.
Much like your employees. Mackenzie
came into this world totally unaware of
the dangers of daily life. Your employees.
although they come to work aware of
those things in life that are hot and dirtv.
may not be aware of chain saw kickback.
proper lifting procedures and electrical
hazards. Patty and I have learned to assume that under any given circumstance
and condition. Mackenzie will figure out a
way to put himself in harm's way. We
have learned that we cannot expect
Mackenzie to know what is hot, dirty. and
"No, No, No!" unless we accept responsibility for setting the example and teaching
him the proper way to perceive and avoid
a hazard.
We know that we cannot assume
Mackenzie can keep himself from getting
hurt without training and supervision. So.
why do we expect tree worker trainees to
figure out the highly specialized processes
of tree maintenance and task-related accident prevention without appropriate training and supervision?

Lesson 3
Mackenzie loves to read (actually to
point to pictures of trucks and ask "Whaz-

T' Jiace scienil types of
au cleaners that we can put
in any number of locations.
Naturalk

Vertical&-mounted
muffler looks clean, elimi nates unsightly mounting
brackets and full muffler
exposure.

Just onc t3 locatinns
mr the instrument panel.
iVhich, of course, comes with all kinds of gauge
packages.

•

Closed. Open.
With or without mounting
base, mounting legs, battery
box, fuel tank, etc.
The mighty Continental
engine (35-80hp, gasoline,
diesel, LPG and natural
gas, turbo charged). Need
we say more?

Standard housin
flywheels are availab
we'll customize the P

A Continental Power Unit
not only gives you more power.
It offers you more ways to use
that power.
Every unit has flexibility
designed into it. So it meets
your needs, not our whims. And
we continue to find ways to
make it even more adaptable.

Of course, you'll still enjoy
the power-packed Continental
industrial-strength engine. And
the support of more than 5000
distributors and service centers
worldwide.
So if your power supply
isn't supplying everything you
need the way you need it, plug

into a Continental Power Unit.
We can supply you with any
number of reasons to change.
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C

Powerunit

3409 Democrat Road Memphis. TN 38181
1-800-932-2858

zat?''). We have patiently read the same

but when the little one comes to either Patty or me with a book, we read it again and
again and again.
Do you encourage your employees to
learn more about their skills? Have you

books over so many times that we can recite some passages by heart. Bunnies in
gardens and pigs driving cars that look
like ears of corn haunt me in my dreams,

established a company reference library
that your employees can go to and key out
unfamiliar insects, diseases or tree
species? Have you established a bulletin
board for your employees to post their
new discoveries on, just like we post
Mackenzie's etchings on the refrigerator?

Lesson 4
TIS TIlE SEASON"
TO START FALL/WINTER PRUNING
See us at
TCI Expo

For

VALUE and SERVICE
on All Your Purchases From
Bucket Trucks, Chippers, Stump Grinders
To Rope, Pruners, Books, AND More....

DIAL

1 -800-94-ARBOR
NO DELAYS

•
We S.hlp UPS

Send For Our

FREE
-

_l

and accept
and VISA

I

1992 cataog

_

WESTERN TREE & LANDSCAPE SUPPLY
7627 Faai O,xs B&vo. Carmichael CA 95608
Please circle 59

At the time of the writing of this article.
Mackenzie is about a week shy of two. Although he isn't speaking full sentences, he
has command of enough simple phrases to
express most of his needs. Tantrums cover the rest. I think what surprises me most
is the fact that he knows what he want'.
and can make decisions for himself.
likes trains and trucks. I can ask him if
wants to go see a choo-choo and he'll s
Uhuh" and head for the car. Don't try to
bluff this kid. If you say choo-choo. he
prepared to deliver.
Are your employees a part of the success of your company? Do you discuss
plans with those most directly affected? I
used to show our most challenging removals with the crew foreman before I
tendered a final proposal. I've tried to live
by the maxim: "Nothing is impossible for

on the Reader Sers ice Card

0r

SABRE
MANUFACTURING, INC.

IS
I

0

PRODUCERS OF QUALITY STUMP CUTTER TEETH
FOR THE TREE SERVICE INDUSTRY

Price List

çØ5c

1-50
$2.05

SABRE TOOTH-

51-200 201-500
$2.00
$1.95

SABRE MONSTER
TOOTH-

_$3.00

SABRE TOOTH

1_

$5.00

POCKETS-

t1&

SABRE MONSTER

$5.00
2'
$1.00

TOOTH POCKETSBOLTS

Ic

1 3/4"

.90c
GREEN SILICON
CARBIDE WHEEL 6"

$2.95

$2.90

*

*

*

*

2 1/4"
$1.10

2 1/2"
$1.20

x 1" $13.00 EA.
(OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE)

ALSO AVAILABLE: REPLACEMENT CUTTING WHEELS,
BEARINGS AND HUBS
ORDERS TAKEN 7 DAYS A WEEK,
6AM - IIPM EST,

00 61 00 ,

C.O.D. OR APPROVED CHECKS-ONLY
CALL ABOUT OUR NEW "ROCK POCKET"

1-800-334-6096
ee

- \,
(_)
All galvannealed construction
• 9' or 10' chip boxes with tool boxes for 1-ton chassis
• 10', 12' or 14' chip boxes with tool boxes and/or personnel
cab combination for 2-ton chassis

•
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MANUFACTURING
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THEVO -50
SAVES ON COSTLY
,I
SETUP
!7
L 4

p

_ #
4
V () - 5 0

4.

•

Nino

"

rø'

3
• '4sj4

.

See us at
TC1 Expo

It's TILN4E to
Time is money in the tree care business, and the time you save with
check out VERSALIFT!
Versalift puts money in the bank.
Fewer set-ups, more worktime are just two reasons the VERSALIFT
VO-50 is the choice of tree care professionals from coast to coast. It's been
field proven to be an effective, hardworking, and dependable tool.
The VO-50 gives you reach and movement others can't match, and
it's done without troublesome cables or chains, meaning safer, lowm
MANJAE T uRINJG EMPAN
maintenance operation.
To see a VO-50 on your work site, call or write today for more
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 895218 FAX 17) 776-7531
information and the name of your nearest VERSALIFT distributor.

FIME
F f-

------------
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the man who doesn't have to do it himself." I didn't buy a bucket truck until a
key employee showed me how we could
make it pay. I had no personal need for
one, and if my employees weren't going
to make it pay. I had better uses for the
money.

Lesson 5
Mackenzie has mastered a lot of skills
and overcome a lot of fearful things in life
in his few short months with us. He's

overcome the frustrations of falling down
countless times while learning how to
walk, he seems to love pools and—ever
safety-conscious--insists on wearing a
flotation device; he loves dogs, thunder,
most people and likes to feed big geese at
the city park. I think one reason why he
faces life so squarely and free of so many
of the fears common to little ones is the
fact that my wife and I encourage him to
explore and try new things and minimize
his failures and commend his successes.

Mackenzie is learning that it's okay to try
something, okay not to always succeed
and wonderful to master a new skill or
overcome an old fear.
When Mackenzie counts to five or
catches a ball or comes down a slide without killing himself, his eyes light up, his
face beams and he laughs and gives himself a round of applause. We laugh and
clap right along with him.
Do you balance your employees' suc cesses out with their human failings? This
is probably the hardest lesson for me to
master. Because of my upbringing, I have
to admit that I don't praise performance as
often as I chastise tardiness, or carelessness. I was raised to expect perfection and
to deplore anything less. Lately, I've had
to come to grips with my own failings to
the point that I'm reluctant to judge anyone for anything.
Still, a person who comes to work every
day, keeps a sense of humor regardless of
the circumstances and maintains a consistent output that balances safety and qua] ity with production deserves praise anu
should be afforded the courtesy of a national treasure.
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Hanson Tree
Injection Equipment
Hanson & Associates offers a full line of
equipment to meet all of your tree injection
needs. Low pressure closed injection systems
improve chemical distribution and 7/32" injection
heads reduce tree injury.
Call, write, or FAX us a message today to receive our catalog and,
for a limited time, a free VHS format videotape demonstrating tree
injection of Arbotect®using Hanson Injection Equipment.
Arbotect is a registered trademark of Merck & Co., Inc

Hanson & ssociates

P.O. Box 7604
Madison, WI 53707

Phone 608-222-2330
or 1-800-343-2330
FAX 608-222-1097

The standard of the industry for 10 years
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Getting to the Root
of Healthier Foliage
PLANT FOOD COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Fluid Fertilizers
Hightstown-Cranbury Station Road
Cranbury, NJ 08512 609-448-0935
800-562-1291 • FAX 609-443-8038

•
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Mark Tobin, President
Greymont Tree Specialists, Inc.,
Needham, MA

"NAAs Safety Training programs helped us improve our safety record—
which helped us reduce our workers compensation insurance costs. That
savings alone will pay our dues for years."

T

here are many, many other reasons to belong to
NAA. Effective September 1, 1992 each member firm is entitled to a free copy of new NAA training
programs, if requested. There is a FREE Back Injury
Prevention program consisting of a video, posters,
decals and an instruction manual. A FREE Plant
Health Care program consisting of a consumer video,
a technical compendium and a marketing/ operational
strategy manual. Other NAA training and safety programs are available at substantial discounts.
NAA provides management guidelines at no charge
written by arborists for arborists. There is a workers
comp/casualty insurance program and a health/life
insurance program. NAA has a management conference every winter and, of course, NAA co-sponsors
TCI EXPO.

I

Offer:

Join now for the introductory dues of
Special
S175 for the remainder of 1992 and all of 1993. Your annual

dues in 1994 will be based on your firm's gross sales for 1993.
El YES, I want to belong to NAA and take advantage of this
"Special Offer"! Enclosed is my payment of S 175 for dues
through 1993.
U I'm interested. Send me more information.
El Send me information on your training programs.
Name
Company

Title
Street
State

City

Zip

I

Phone
Check enclosed payable to NAA EVisa El MasterCard

If your firm is not an NAA member,
why not JOIN TODAY—and start enjoying
all of the benefits of membership.

OA

Account #

Exp. Date

I
I

Signature
Referred by (optional):

The National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone 1(800)733-2622 Fax (603)672-2613

I
1 _1

.tleoihs'rship starts when you siih,nii certificates of insurance.

The National Arborist Association

L
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Lesson 6

New

'. Piston
Pumps.

Agrotec's new cast iron piston
pumps with ceramic sleeves are
more durable and last longer.
And, there's no additional cost
versus diaphragm pumps.

Agrotec
SPRAYERS

P0 Box 49
Pendleton, NC 27862

1-800-638-9363
MasterCard Visa Accepted

6

1

,

w.

L Improved!
Black Tanks that last

longer because they are less
susceptible to breakdown due to
UV exposure. New sight gauge
makes it easier to tell how much fluid
is in the tank.

?\ _—i---

0
-

0
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ACE P 97
SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE IMPLANTS FOR ORNAMENTAL
TREES CAN REDUCE YOUR PESTICIDE LIABILITY
WINNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND YOU

As much as I love my son, as bright as I
think he is. I resist the urge to think of him
as anything but your average, active, allboy 2-year-old. I've made a lot of mistakes to this point, and I'm not comforted
by the thought of all the mistakes I'll make
in the future. We don't always get along.
He doesn't always like my ideas of what
he should eat, wear or play at, or when he
should sleep. I'm not always thrilled by
his tantrums or his editorial izations on m
precious slides with a marking pen, but he
has tenure around the Blair household and
neither Patty nor I can fire him. Good or
bad, happy or fussy, wet or dry, he's ours
until he packs up his car and drives away.
Like the passing of a thunderstorm that
brings a beautiful rainbow, I've learned
that even the worst of fits will pass and
that before long Mackenzie will be smiling and laughing and wanting to know all
about tractors for the jillionth time.
Your business is your baby. Some days
it will be ajoy and some days it will be a
burden. Remember that insanity is hereditary—you get it from your children (an
your employees). You can't fire your chi
dren and until you're set financiall\,
you're stuck with your business.
All my life I've been cursed with lovehate relationships. I used to love the tree
business one minute and be ready to torch
everything the next. Lye got a long, long
way to go before I'm anywhere near
where I want to be, but I can thank God
for the best little employee a battered old
Euc Man could ask for, and my wife.
Patricia, for keeping me on the job long
enough to get to the point that I could see
things clearly enough to be able to write
this column from my heart.
Personally, I see nothing wrong with
treating your employees like a 2-year-old:
Encourage their interest in their work, respond to their needs, train them and supervise them until you are sure that they
know the things that can hurt them, be patient with their humanness and temper
needed discipline with sincere love. I'll
guarantee that not only will you have a
happy toddler, but a better business.
ILL

• NON-RESTRICTED INSECTICIDE • NO DISPOSAL PROBLEMS • IDEAL FOR
TALL TREES • PRECISE, TARGET APPLICATION • CONTAINS 97% ORTHENE

CSI
114
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CREATIVE SALES
P.O. BOX 501
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 727-4800 800-759-7739

ORTHENE IS THE REG. T.M. OF CHEVRON CHEMICAL
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Donald F. Blair, arborist, author and
lecturer, owns
its and operates Sierra
Moreno Mercantile in Big Pool, Maryland.

133 To Be Revised
BN Brian Barnard
:\ revision of the tree care industry's
aiety standard. ANSI Z133. is expected
next fall, with specific changes in several
ai-cas. Since these changes may affect day to-day field operations, tree companies
'diould have a firm understanding of 133
to ensure safe work and compliance with
industry standards.
ANSI Z133 was developed 20 years
ao by your peers, and is updated every
li\e years. as required by ANSI. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration recognizes ANSI Z 13 for safety
enforcement in tree care.
ANSI Z133 is not an engineering standard, nor is it a how-to manual. It presents.
a its title indicates, safety requirements
for tree care operations. Over the past five
\ cars, the members of the Z 133 committee have worked to keep the standard up to
date with changes in safety requirements
Or tools, equipment and day-to-day tree
care operations.
The ANSI ZI 33 committee meets regularly in Washington, D.C.
The American National Standards Institute is a standards coordinating center. It
does not draft standards, but offers guidelines to industry representatives in writing
standards.

Changes to look for
The National Arborist Association, an
ANSI Z 13 committee member. currently
c\pects many changes in the 1993 edition.
Each was initiated by a practicing arborist
ho expressed concerns to a Z 133 committee member. That committee member.
in turn, brought the comment to the attention of the entire committee. The end result is a workable safety standard.
The following changes are endorsed by
the National Arborist Association Safety
Committee and are expected to be adopted
by the Z 133 committee.

Since these changes may affect day-to-day
field operations, tree companies should have
afirm understanding of Z133 to ensure safe
work and compliance with industry standards.
Prusik knot—The prusik knot will be
recognized by the committee as a valid
means of belayed climbing. Both the
prusik knot and prusik loop will be defined in the revised standard. The prusik
loop is commonly seen in the aerial rescue
portion of jamboree events. It is made
with a loop of rope approximately six feet
Iona, wrapped around the standing rope
and attached to the climber's "D" rings.
For adequate friction, the prusik loop
rope should be about half the diameter of
the standing rope. Nine-millimeter kernmantle (mountaineering) rope is commonly used. Three-strand climbing rope is also
used for prusiking, but works best when
climbing a doubled standing rope.
Mountaineering rope does not meet
ANSI requirements for size and strength1/2-inch 02 mm) in diameter with a nominal breaking strength of 5400 pounds and
working strength of 540 pounds. Ninemillimeter kemmantle rope has a breaking
strength of 4400 pounds, which equates to
a working strength of 440 pounds. However, when doubled in a prusik loop, its
strength is also doubled.
Permitting 9-millimeter rope for prusiking is important and expected because in
an aerial rescue situation, only one end of
the climber's standing rope may reach the
ground. Thus, a 1/2-inch three-strand
prusik loop would be too large to provide
adequate fall protection for the rescuer.
In addition to permitting the prusik
loop. Z133 will mention the use of mechanical ascenders for climbing.

Dates—An ANSI standard commonly
refers to other ANSI standards. For example. ANSI Z 133 states that head protection
shall conform with ANSI Z89.1-1986. All
references to publication dates of other
standards will remain. The significance is
that updates of the II ANSI standards ref erenced in Z133 cannot readily be monitored. The ANSI Z133 standard will reflect the requirements of those standards
available at the time of the revision.
Aerial rescue—In emergencies. the importance of a rescuer's safety cannot be
overlooked. However. Z133 will ease
safety requirements in emergency situations. allowing any practical method of
rescuing a victim from a tree.
Placards—To look professional. many
tree companies routinely paint equipment.
Great idea. But to reinforce manufacturers' safety instructions. Z 13 will specify
that all placards and warnings must be
maintained on equipment. Does your
chipper currently have proper warning
signs for safe use? Call the manufacturer
for replacement stickers,
instruction—When you purchase a
piece of equipment, the manufacturer advises you to review the safety instructions
with the user. Z 13 will now require employers to make sure manufacturer's instructions are available to users of equipment. The person in the field is the one
who needs safety information.
cranes—Using cranes for large or difficult tree removal is a long-standing practice. So is riding the load line. Although
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practical. riding the load line is prohibited
in the 1988 Z133 standard unless the
climber is independently tied in to the
boom.
The 1993 edition will permit riding a
load line as long as the crane is not lifting a load. The climber must wear an
approved rope or lanyard attached to
the load line. Independently attaching oneself to the boom to ride a crane is still permissible.
Ropes and tools—Z1 33-1988 states:
"The safety line or climbing rope shall
never be used for any purpose but climbing." A climber who has raised a chain
saw or other tool from the ground to his
position in the tree by using his climbing
rope is violating the standard. The 1993
version will ease this requirement, allowing tools only to be raised or lowered on a
climbing line. Never use your climbing
line to lower limbs!
Tree inspection—Trees have fallen
with climbers tied in, resulting in severe
injuries and death. The Z133 committee
will strengthen the language about inspecting trees prior to climbing. Always
check trees for root rot or other related

ANSI Z133 is not an
engineering standard,
nor is it a how-to
manual. It presents
safely requirements for
tree care operations.
hazards. Keep in mind that a tree that is
being removed must support not only your
weight, but also the strain of removing and
lowering limbs.
Ballistic leg protection—C haps. ballistic leggings or similar leg protection was
introduced to the industry several years
ago. Many potentially severe chain saw
cuts to the legs have been avoided with
their use.
The 1993 edition of Z133 will recommend the use of ballistic leg protection
when using a chain saw on the ground for
operations such as tree felling, limbing
and bucking.

Rubber gloves—Z133 has always
pointed out that footwear with electric-resistant soles and lineman's overshoes
must not be considered as adequate protection against electric shock. The standard will add that rubber gloves with or
without leather or other coverings shall
not be considered as a measure of safety
from electrical hazards.

Wearing rubber gloves could present a
false sense of security for the climber
working near electrical hazards. It is more
appropriate to promote electrical hazard
avoidance.
Chain saws—Under the current standard, chain saws weighing more than 15
pounds used in a tree must be supported
by a separate line secured to the tree, not
the climber. This will be increased to 25
pounds. allowing large saws to be attached
to the climbers belt with a lanyard.
Lifting—Appendix A of Z133 offers
seven general safety procedures for lifting.
The 1993 edition also will encourage the
use of a second worker to lift heavy items.
and the use of back support belts.

See us at TCI Expo
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Model PC-11

Harrods Tree Service
Forth Worth. TX
Northern Texas
(817) 246-9730

Mullane Associates
Hilton Head. SC
N Carolina. S. Carolina
(803) 689-3087
February 25, Charlotte
February 26, Raleigh

Lanphear Supply Division
Cleveland. OH
Ohio, W. VA. W. PA
(216) 381-1704
(800) 332-TREE

Pruett Tree Service
Lake Oswego, OR
Oregon. Washington
(503) 635-3916
(800) 635-4294
March 5, Portland

Liqui-Green Lawn & Tree Care
Peoria, IL
Illinois, Eastern IA
(309) 243-5211
(800) 747-5211

Poulson Tree Service
Billings. MT
Montana
(406) 259-5109
March 5, Billings

John Lucas Tree Expert
Company
Portland. ME
Maine
(207) 797-7294

Northeastern Associates
Fairfield, NJ
New Jersey
(201) 227-0359
March 10

Micro Injections Inc.
Tampa, FL
Tampa Area
(813) 961-1060

Essco Distributors
Lindenhurst NY
Long Island, NY
(516) 226-5115
(800) 842-1104
March 15, Plainview, NY

Checkmate

. 0 0

Put the advantage on your side by attending a Mauget
seminar or workshop this year. These educational meetings
help make you a winning player because they teach you more
about tree health management and how to protect the environment.
Thousands have benefited from our hands-on approach
to micro injection and tree health.

Capture the moment
Annual seminars and workshops are open to anyone who
cares for trees - owners, managers and applicators.
Conquer any problem. Seminars are designed to address
local problems and conditions. Bring your specific questions
about the environment, diseases, insects, nutrition, pruning,
spraying, wounding, lightning protection and other opponents.

Make the right move now
This year, make every play a winning move. Plan on
attending a Mauget seminar. Seminar dates, cities, and
distributor marketing areas are listed below.
Rule the board. Call your nearest distributor today for
details on locations and time for these and other seminars.
Guardian Tree Experts
Rockville. MD
DC, MD, VA, DE. E. PA
(301) 881-8550
January 12, Gaithersburg,
MD
March 20, Philadelphia, PA
March 19, Syracuse, NY
Enfields Tree Service
Elkhorn, NE
ND, Eastern SD, NE. MN. CO
W. IA, MO, KS, OK. SE . WY
(402) 289-3248
(800) 747-8733
January 22, Oklahoma City
February 12, Kansas City
February 27, Denver
March 26, Bloomington, MN
March 12, Elkhorn, NE
Forrest Lytle & Sons
Cincinnati, OH
SW Ohio
(513) 521-1464
January 22, Cincinnati, OH

Tree Injection Products Co.
Knoxville, TN
KY, TN. N. AL,
N. GA, MS. AR
522-0533
January 26, Lexington, KY
January 28, Macon, GA
January 29, Birmingham
(Homewood). AL
February 4, Memphis, TN
February 5, Little Rock, AR
March 5, Atlanta (Tucker), GA
March 26, Chattanooga, TN
April 27, Knoxville, TN

Michigan Injection Systems
Grand Rapids. Ml
Michigan
(800) 423-3789
364-4558
January 28, Novi, Ml

New England Arborware
Norwood. MA
MA. RI, VT. NH
(617) 769-0077
(800) 447-7338
March 16, Boston
March 16, Amherst, MA

A. C. Humphreys
St. Francisville, LA
Louisiana
(504) 635-4507
Target Chemical Co.
Cerritos, CA
California
(213) 865-9541

Arborcare
New Fairfield. CT
CT, West Chester County
(203) 746-3014

Tree Clinic
Austin, TX
Eastern & South Texas
(512) 454-1411

Arbortech Inc.
Belleville. IL
St. Louis Area
(618) 233-2900

Tree Lawn Inc.
El Paso, TX
El Paso Area
(915) 581-5455

Artistic Arborist
Phoenix. AZ
AZ. NM. NV
(602) 263-8889
(800) 843-8733
Canadian Shadetree Service
Lachine, Quebec, Can
Quebec
(514) 634-7046
D.H.D. Systems Inc.
New Berlin. WI
Wisconsin
(414) 784-3556
Farm & Forest Research
Oakville. Ontario, Can
Ontario
(416) 827-1134

Scientific Tree Care
Panama City, FL
N. FL.. S. GA. S. AL
(904) 763-5049
Mid-February Seminar,
Albany, GA

Gem Spraying Service
Jerome. ID
Idaho
(208) 733-4206
(800) 869-7741
February 22, Pocatello
February 23, Twin Falls
February 24, Boise
February 25, Lewiston

Professional Tree Care &
Injection
Winter Park, FL
Central & South Florida
(407) 647-3335
356-4351

Trees of Hawaii Inc.
Ewa Beach, HI
Hawaii
(808) 682-5771
Utah Spray Service
Sandy, UT
Utah
566-5773
Warne Chemical Co.
Rapid City, SD
Western SD, WY
(605) 342-7644
(800) 658-5457

sat lives

J. J. Mauget Company

Releaf Tree Consultants
Nineveh, IN
Indiana
(317) 933-9351
February 23, Indianapolis

2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
See us at TCI Expo
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Write Those Letters
Attention Paid to Types of Comm u nication*

Joe Pessimist proclaims. "I'm not going to write to my Congressman. He will never see my letter and could care less about my
feelings anyway." Joe is WRONG!

60

According to a report released by Burson-Marsteller/Washington, 75% of congressional offices polled said they pay a great deal
of attention to letters from constituents. The report shows that
elected officials pay far less attention to print media, broadcast media, position papers or issue advertisements.

50

40

30

"If a person sits down and takes the time to write a personal letter. you know that person represents between 20 and 300 (people)
who feel the same way." a congressional staff member said.

20

To write all effective letter to elected officials, be brief, be specific, be informed, and use personal experiences to illustrate your
point. State your purpose in the first paragraph. If you are writing
to express feelings about a specific piece of legislation, identify it
correctly. Address only one issue in the letter, and keep the letter
on one page.

10

0
Data from Burson-Marstetleri Washington

Excerpted from the Government Affairs Section of the An ieuicai i
Society (?t A,VSo(l(ItiO/l E VC('litll -cs. Got'e171/llent Relations iieusleiter.

Finally, thank them for taking time to review your position
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Now Fanno Gives
You a

California Adopts Tree Pruning Bill
California Go\ ernor Pete \\ ilson recently signed into law an educational bill
to promote proper tree pruning in the state.
Under the new legislation. the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection will furnish state agencies with copies
of pruning standards published by the
National Arborist Association, Western
Chapter of the International Society of
Arboriculture. and the California Department ol ParL and Recreation
to tCSIi I K Of a I )8 8 urban
forestry survey. 5.9 million street trees are
managed by California cities. The survey
\\a prepared b\ Plant Science and Re:\CCOftI 1 tiC

search for the California Department 01
Forestry and Fire Protection Urban Forestry Program. Despite the large number
of trees under municipal care, many communities do not have tree ordinances specifying proper tree pruning.
Mark Porter. a commercial arborist in
Riverside, spearheaded grass-roots efforts
to get the legislation passed.
The NAA will provide free copies of its
pruning standards to Jim Geiger. of the
California Department of Forestry. Geiger
will distribute standards to public agencies
throtiehout the stale.

DO YOUR EMPLOYEES NEED TRAINING
Do they climb - SAFELY, PROPERLY

Are they aware of the latest TREE CARE techniques
How does the completed PRUNING job look

ANNO
INTERNATIONAL

a ser. ice of

FANNO SA\V ViORRS

6)0

Are they trained for Arborist Certification

P.O. Box 628 • Chico, California 95927
(916) 895-1762 • FAX (916) 895-0302

40

Congratulations to
TCI EXPO '921

THE WORK PERFORMED BY YOUR EMPL 0 YEES IS
YOUR REPUTA TION
CALL
1-800-622-2562

We're proud to be an Associate
Member of the National Arborist
Association. We urge other companies to become members and reap
the benefits of NAA.

THE TRAINING LEADER SINCE 1985:

R.A. Fanno, President

If your employees' job skills need improvement---

I R
T

Also available: The same
high quality TRI-EDGE
for your posesaw designed to fit on Fanno,
Corona or Snap-cut socket head.
TaEd,

JL

Do they know the Z-133 Standards

I

pmft

Pruning
Mod,l#
is a breeze
Ft-1311
with our revolutionary TM-EDGE
design. We've combined
the best—Japanese High
Technology and Fanno
Quality.
• Blade is Japanese manufactured to
our custom specifications
• The 13" razor sharp blade has
6 teeth per inch
• Durable, marine grade
laminated hardwood
handle.

ACRT, INC.

'C

II

Please circle 17 on the Reader Sers ice Card
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Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies

1FI

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide
basis that we can satisfy
Available in threaded
anyone else' "

See us at
TCI Expo

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
Drder form for all pruner poles and equipment.

or clip type couplers

PH4R Pruning Heads

I PEAVEY

MANUFACTURING CO.

P.O Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
12071843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX (2071843-5005

Sl Saw Head

Please circle 39 on the Reader Service Card
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Introducing:

Ecochimp

Innovative chipper/grinder is
economical and politically correct

By Dennis Beam III
The 1990s will be remembered as the
decade of conservation and political correctness. New symbols are embossed on
everything from milk cartons to laundry
detergent to aid Americans in their recy cling movement. As concerns about global warming and landfill overcrowding
have escalated, the recycling movement
has begun to draw attention to organic
waste. and not just disposable man-made
products. In many areas, landfills are closing the gates to yard waste, wood chips
and leaves. Not only is burning these
products not allowed, due to local law and
political correctness, throwing them away
is also prohibited. To compound this problem, tree care is becoming more fashionable due to environmental concerns and
the attributes of healthy trees rather than
removal and unchecked pruning.
Once considered a benign waste, wood
chips soon entered the spotlight. The problem with chip disposal was to become
more than a nUisance. It became an expensive byproduct of the tree care industry.
Drum-style chippers had never been noted
for their chip quality. The chips produced
were long and stringy at best and under
bad conditions hardly viewed as "chips" at
all. Disc-style chippers produced a more
consistent chip quality, yet did little to
break down leaves, needles or palm. Both
styles of chippers left leaves intact and
small-diameter material often ended up
simply discharged among the otherwise
acceptable chips. It also became apparent
that the finer the chip, the less area occupied in a truck, and therefore greater pay load capacity. What was needed was a
consistent quality chip. with leaf matter
broken down, and of a smaller size to oc24

The problem with chip
disposal was to
become more than a
nuisance. It became an
expensive byproduct of
the tree care industry.

cupy less room as well as enhance composting time.

A new design
The current procedure for dealing with
chip disposal is expensive and time-consuming. In areas with disposal problems,
chips are stockpiled and then reground in
a tub grinder or similar recycler. The result
is a more marketable and environmentally
friendly chip—but at a prohibitive cost.
The process requires manpower to handle
the chips several times, expensive equipment, increased fuel consumption and
time. After processing, the chip was becoming an expensive byproduct and often
still unmarketable due to cost and transportation.
In trying to find better ways to process
the chip, it soon became apparent that a
one-step operation was needed. In order to
reduce the "value" of the chips, ways to
cut both manpower and equipment costs
would have to be found.
In late 1988, John Eglin of Nelson Tree
Service, Dayton, Ohio, began experimentTREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

ing with combining a chipper and a
grinder. Using an old Wood/Chuck, farm
equipment and his free time. Eglin soon
turned his farm into a chip research facility. I was soon enlisted to help in the project and the long road to a chipper/grinder
was underway. To simplify development.
off-the-shelf Wood/Chuck components
were used whenever possible on the
grinder head. Fred Nance of Exact Fabrication was also instrumental in the initial
prototype as well as production.
The parameters of the design were simple: a machine that would chip wood.
grind it to a marketable consistency, process small-diameter material, pulverize
the leaves and needles, create uniform
chip consistency. and be mobile enough to
tow behind tree care equipment. After
more than two years of trial and error, prototypes were ready to field test. In an ef fort to test the concept in a variety of
venues as well as expose the concept to a
variety of markets, Nelson purchased preproduction units and placed them in
Phoenix and Detroit. Davey Tree also lent
itself to pre-production testing in Ohio.
The data gained from the early units
was instrumental in the final design.
Wood/Chuck, convinced the unit was pet
fected, officially began production in
September. The chipper was designated
"Ecochip" due to its ecological and economical attributes.
The concept was simple but the finetuning of the components had taken almost three years. The final product is simply a 12-inch Wood/Chuck drum head
coupled with a flail-type grinder head. The
Wood/Chuck head is not modified from
standard heads and operates exactly as it
does on a regular chipper. The Wood/
Chuck head is connected to the Ecochip
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Wood/Chuck Ecochip, shown in
center of page, combines chipping
and grinding in one compact unit.
Photo at top left shows the chipper
drum; the grinding head is shown
at top right. Output of the Ecochip
is shown at far left of bottom photo,
and compared with the output of a
conventional drum chipper.

25

head b's a 1,11011 transition chute. This
chute is instrumental in the operation of
the unit and reflects a large portion of the
research time spent on the chipper. The
transition chute feeds the chips to the
Ecochip head which regrinds chips and
pulverizes leaves, needles and palm.
The design of the head produces a uniform chip without the use of screens.
Mulch is then discharged out of the discharge chute and will completely fill a tree

care truck. Both heads are do's cii b' an
1120 powerband using the grinder shaft as
the common pulley to minimize side load.
Blowers from both heads propel the mulch
as well as dry the chute. The components
of the Ecochip head, except for the housing
and blades, are standard Wood/Chuck
parts, including the bearings.
The design is simple and proves to be
user-friendly to those accustomed to drum
chippers. From an operational standpoint,
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Reports from users
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ECONOMICAL. COMPACT.
PRODUCTIVE. STATE OF THE ART.

MODEL M-106 PROCESSOR
FEATURES:

OPTIONS:

•
and pIits 1-2 cords of firewood per hour
• One-year engine and pomp warrant, six months
on all other parts and labor
• Failv towed by half-ton pick-up - gross weight
with live deck approximately 4900 lbs.
• Sets up in 15-20 minutes
• All-hydraulic Operation gives hands-( in control
all functions
• iS HP Ford gas engine
• Brookline dual 18 x 15 hvdi- ulic pump
• 2 P x -i x 2" cylinder
Ciii I IS
• IS tons of splitting force

• 1)) or 15 no )t( rized 1 ii c deck ( hydraulically
moses logs from the deck into the trough)
• l)ual axles on live deck version
• Slip-on six-way wedge
• Autostop system: Automatically stops the feed
trough chain by use of a limit switch, thereby
stopping logs for cutting at preset lengths

• Autocydes in 8 seconds
• l(or-iva slip-on hid millie wedge
• IS-gal. gas tank
• 3)-gal. hydraulic reservoir
• 12' feed trough
• 25" saw bar

NO COMPARABLE UNIT
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
Frurrols

l\)i)])l\ LbS

so For l)rsioscrl yrio

For Keith Pauling, tree triniming
for Arizona Public Service, the
man for
Ecochip chipper is a money saver. His
trimming crews spent 600 hours driving to
and from the dump between January and
the end of May, which Pauling estimates
cost about $40,000 in wages. Crews are
now running two of the Wood/Chuck
chippers and early indications are that
crews will be able to cut their dumping in
half.
Pauling reports that the public is more
willing to accept the chips for use as
mulch. Even palm fronds, which formerly
created very stringy chips, make good
mulch. The utility is looking into making
mulch available at a central location.
Nelson Tree crews, working for Detroit
Edison, also have been field testing the
new chippers, with similar results. Crews
are able to get twice as much on a load.
Our people love them," claims Herb Dotson of Nelson Tree.
Are there any drawbacks with the ne's
machine? Pauling feels it is a bit noisier.
uses a little more fuel and creates a little
more dust than a conventional drum chipper. He feels, however, that the benefits of
the Ecochip chipper out\veigh these minor
inconveniences.

'slip)

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE

EAST Hia MANUFACTURING CORP.
EAST Hut Ro.sn. Liusow, VERMONT 0149

T1 (8h2) 228-2802 • Fs' (81)2) 22$-B3

Please circle 16 on the Reader Service Card
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the Chipper processes wood as last ds a
standard drum chipper, but produces a
high-quality mulch. As with other drum
chippers, the Ecochip will handle wood up
to six inches in diameter, but also does exceptionally well with small, leafy and
even dead material. Operational costs are
held to a minimum due to the absence of
hydraulics.
The unit was designed to be durable.
simple to operate and easy to maintain. All
service areas are easily accessible. Both
heads use the same non-greasable bearing,
are driven by the same size belt and are
easily adjusted or removed for service.
The Ecochip comes with a torsion-type
axle, electric brakes and safety breakaway switch. It meets all applicable Department of Transportation. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration and
ANSI requiremeilts.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

Many attributes
The attributes of the Ecochip are many.
It is an innovative concept based on
proven components. It replaces the need to
handle chips several times, therefore saving labor costs. It replaces expensive re-

In trying to find better
ways to process the
chip, it soon became
apparent that a onestep operation was
needed.

ii riding operations, saving equipment
and fuel costs. It is of a size which can be
easily towed by most tree care vehicles
and operated by personnel already trained
in drum chipper operation. Not only will
it save operation costs but trucking costs
as well.
The chip dimensions allow more chipping between dumps and provide the opclator with a desirable chip that can be left
i iii the hi imco\ ncr.

At best, the operator of an Ecochip has a
marketable chip that can increase the profit line of the tree care or line clearing operations. At worst, the payload between
dumps is greatly increased and the end
product is the same as grinding operations
at a fraction of the cost.
The Ecochip has proven itself in field
studies and is showing that the need to
conserve resources may be a profitable
repercussion to the tree care and line clearing industry. As landscaping and other
markets for chips become more numerous, so will the profits of those with a
more desirable chip. The current environmental laws concerning waste are likely to
become more stringent. The Ecochip of
fers a solution to the chip handling problem and does it with a simple, one-step
drum chipper-based product.

For almost a quarter of a eentur
we've been providing you with
exëptional service. \V've built a
strong foundation on which you
L11 always depend

We.pnde
. oursel\ Cs on our dependable
and prompt ser\ ice Our top flOflt\

Dennis Beam III is vice president of Operations at WoocUCh uck Chipper Corp.,
Shelby, N. C.
Peter Gerstenberer also contributed to
I/UN
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NEW ENGLAND GROWS
An historic merger of the major New England green industry trade shows

FEBRUARY 3

&

Call TOLL FREE Today for your

49 1993

Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Massachusetts
it

FEATURING

•
•

•
•

Hundreds of spec ohzed industry suppliers offering
the best in goods and services
An exceptional educational program designed
to keep you well ahead of the game
Some of the nations top speakers including:
Dr. H Marc Cathey
Dr. Donald A. Rakow
Dr. Alex L. Shigo
Dr. Carl Whitcomb
Low admission fees
The chance to do and see it all - at one time under one roof

SPONSORED BY

New England Nurserymen s Association
Associated Landscape Contractors of Massachusetts
Massachusetts Arborists Association
Massachusetts Nurserymen s Association

(
I
ASSOCIATION

-

NEW ENGLAND GROWS, INC.
200 Linden Street
Wellesley , MA 02181-7913
(617)431-1622 Fax: (617)431-1598

CO-SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONA. LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS S BOSTON SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECTS

C copy of our complete catalog/u S4,00, reñindable with your
"

r \

tc O!del

See usat
TCI Expo

215-430-1214
FAX: 215-430-8560
toll free:
in PA: 800-32-348
outside PA: 800-441-8381

V

AMMCAN
S UP P L I E S. IN I

iiti. P

193S2

VISA!MASTERCARD/DISCOVER
CONNECTICUT
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Aerial R.O.W. Trimming
Man has learned to distribute electrical
power across hundreds of miles and to
pump oil and gas in underground pipelines. Still, keeping rights-of-way clear is
a serious and expensive problem. A growing number of major energy producers,
therefore, have turned to a new, more
cost-effective solution to right-of-way tree
trimming—the Aerial Solution.
Aerial Solutions. Inc.. a Louisianabased company. is the outgrowth of years
of research and development in aerial tree
trimming. Joe Hartung and William Cox
obtained the patent and perfected the de-

sign of the aerial power saw. which uses
0. 24-inch circular blades driven by a
series of V-belts. It is powered by an enclosed two-stroke gasoline engine attached to the top of the lower cutting
boom. The hinged upper boom is attached
to a specially designed sling below the
helicopter. A quick release safety hook allows the boom to be dropped in an emergency. Power to the saw is controlled from
a throttle switch in the cockpit.
To take off, the pilot flies the arc of the
boom, lifting the entire trimming unit with

the cutting portion of the boom suspended
90 feet below.
Major power generating and pipeline
corporations across the United States have
used the Aerial Solutions alternative to
tree trimming since 1985. The aerial power saw offers an immediate solution to the
following classic ground trimming problems:
Inaccessibility due to terrain or a remote location:
Land owner problems, including
damage to property from heavy equipment getting through the right-of-way:
Heavy equipment damage to the
right-of-way itself; and.
Job completion time: side tnmming is
a slow and tedious process.

Advantages
While Aerial Solutions does not feel it
will replace conventional tree trimming
methods, the aerial power saw is hard to
beat from a standpoint of time and money.
One clear advantage is that precise trimming begins at the top of the tree ant:
continues to the bottom, providing total
side trimming. Conventional mechanical
tree trimming devices are restricted
by their boom height, leaving a canopy
on taller trees. Tree climbers selectively
trim trees: this is both expensive and timeconsuming.
Also, productivity is increased. The
aerial power saw is trimming 90% of the
time while running, unlike ground crews.
who spend a lot of time relocating.
A third advantage is that the cost of side
trimming with the aerial power saw is relatively easy to estimate, as many major
companies have discovered. Aerial side
trimming is charged by the hour when it is
actually trimming or reaching ajob. Aerial trimming averages 10 to 12 miles per
week or better. trimming both sides of the
right-of-way.

.,
I

:.:,.
Aerial Solutions,
Inc., has found an
innovative way to
trim trees along
rights-of-way.
28
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It is important to put the capabilities of
the aerial power saw into perspective.
While this proven method of side trim-
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ming does an excellent job at a competitive price, there are limitations. First on
utility line rights-of-way, no trimming
should be done when there is extensive
overhang because failing limbs could
damage the lines.
Second, helicopter trimming should not
be done near residential areas.
Third, aerial trimming should be limited
to certain times of year in some areas because of weather extremes.
Fourth, strong or gusty winds limit the
operation of the saw.

Why Not Control
Dutch Elm Disease
In Your City?

byto
il*Ilt*I.l
See us
—Effective for 3+ years
at
very affordable
TCI Expo

Aerial Solutions has operated its innovative side trimming business since
February 1985, and has logged thousands
of accident-free hours. After thorough
evaluation, the Federal Aviation Administration has certified the aerial power saw
under a normal category swing-mode
operation. This federal approval, as well
as reasonable premiums for $10 millioni
of insurance coverage, was earned
oiilv tliroiit,'h sate Operation (?ttIU' acrid!l
po%l'eJ. saiv.
Nonetheless, major clients like Chevron
Pipe Line Company, Gulf States Utilities
Company, Appalachian Power Company
and others in itialh' had mcmv questions,
as do most when introduced to the aerial
power saw.
Some of the most common/v asked questions are cisfolloit's:

will not cut at all. The stiffness of hardwood actually makes it easier to cut than
pine in some instances. The unit cuts 8-to10-inch hardwood with no problem. An
occasional 12-inch limb can be trimmed
by cutting it from both sides. An entire
tree of 10-to- 12-inch limbs is best cut using conventional methods.

A: From the air, the original tree line is relatively easy to spot. The pilot can use the
power cross bars on utility lines to set an
imaginary line. After the first cut, the crew
checks with the inspector to be sure they
are cutting on the correct line. With thousands of hours of trimming, there has not
been a problem determining the edge of
the right-of-way.

—Simple Trunk injection
—New time-saving
injection method &
new dosage range

NEW USE FOR
PHYTON-27®
ONOAKWILT
Treat now, before
fall color, for best
results
White Oaks—therapeutic &
preventative
Red Oaks—preventative

Call 1-800 ELM TREE, FAX or write for:
Technical Support & Information,
PHYTON-27 low prices,
equipment & parts,
and the Newsletter

A: Both the FAA and the insuraice industry constantly monitor Aerial Solution's
operation. The company's track record indicates that inherent danger and exposure
are manageable.

Q: Have you had to drop the saw yet?
A: The ability to control the saw safely
and accurately is one of the major concerns of FAA certification. Proof of precision in controlling the saw is demonstrated by the pilot's routine ability to smoothly lower the cutting unit into its cradle at
the landing area without endangering the
ground person.

SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
BIOLOGICALS, INC.
3355 Hiawatha Avenue, Suite 222
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
(612) 724-7102
TOLL FREE 1-800-ELM-TREE
FAX (612) 724-1642

A: The saw cuts cleanly and rapidly. or

Please circle 51 on the Reader Service Card
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A: The aerial power saw cuts so rapidl
and cleanly that the limbs rarely have a
chance to break. Instead, they fall straight
down, assisted by the blast from the rotors.

i'RI:E CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

A: In several years of operation. Aerial
Solutions has had to drop the saw twice.
Both times, problems were indicated with
the helicopter, not the saw, and the emergency release did just what it was designed to do: It lost the saw and saved the
helicopter.

Forfu ether infbrmnation, contact Aerial
Solutions, 4411 Chuck Yeager Avenue,
Baton Rouge, LA 70807. Phone: 504-3564481.
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For the past three years we have used ROOTSth1 Concentrate in our
tree fertilization program with 30% less fertilizer. We have been very pleased
with the results. Established trees treated with ROOTStm and fertilizer produce
larger, thicker, and greener leaves, while trees treated with fertilizer alone
produce more shoot growth with smaller, paler leaves.
We have also found that ROOTStm helps the recovery of stressed trees and
damaged trees that can't be fertilized. This gives us more flexibility in the
types of treatments we can offer to our customers. ROOTStm has become an
essential part of our tree care program.
Jeff Ott
Northeast Shade Tree
See us
at
Portsmouth, NH

rID109.

A D S 5;fl C L CA Products Corp.
AC Science ParK. New Haven, CT 06511
flOTSus and ROOTS are tradrnws

TCI Expo

Please call us toll-free at 1-800-342-6173 for additional information
Please circle 46 on the Reader Service Card

Saving Your Back
Arborists perform physically demanding tasks, from lifting logs and dragging
brush, to raking debris and running chain
saws. Each can cause back injury if not
done properly.
Industry safety experts estimate that the
indirect costs of a back injury—lost time
and productivity—are five times as expensive as the direct cost. In fact, back injury is the leading cause of lost time in the
tree care industry, according to the safety
experts.
Pulling, twisting. and slipping are the
most common causes of back injuries.
Lifting objects improperly can also hurt
the back. Lifting with the back and not the
legs, lifting from an awkward position, or
trying to move material that is too large
for one person can lead to injury and lost
time.
Most back injuries, and all the discomfort and lost productivity that go with
them, are preventable. Arborists can keep
their backs healthy with exercise, by
knowing how the back works, and by using simple lifting techniques.\
The National Arborist Association produced its Back Injury Prevention Program
to help prevent new and recurring injuries,
and to reduce lost-time due to injury. The
program's objectives are two-fold: to provide continuous training for all employees
to raise their awareness of how the back
can be injured, and to establish specific
steps employees can take to detect and
eliminate conditions that could cause or
contribute to back injury.
The program contains a training manual; a video program; two prevention
posters—one on stretches and exercises
and one on proper lifting techniques: two
prevention truck decals—one on stretches
and exercises and one on proper lifting
techniques.

NAA's Back Injury Prevention Program includes posters on proper lifting techniques.

standing the Spine: Body Mechanics: Lifting Techniques: Hazard Recognition.

The 27-minute Back Injury Prevention
video covers: Basic Anatomy/Under-

The program can be used for base training for all current employees; annual refresher training for all employees; indoctrination training for new hires; and remedial training for employees who injure
their hacks.
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National Arborist Association member
firms may receive one free program on request. Program components may be pur chased individually or as a set. For more
information on NAA's Back Injury Prevention program. call 1-800-733-2622.
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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
, 1'

who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
Fora sample and the
iiiine ofvournearestdealei;
please call or write US.

_f't1
IN t W LIN ULAIN 1) K
__U
23 Pope's Island, New Bedford, MA 02740

Phone: (508) 999-2351 FAX (508) 999-5972

TREE SERVICES
ARE NOW REQUIRED TO HAVE A

CONTRACTORS LICENSE
Assembly 81/12190, El/cc/lye 1-1-92
C-61 Limited Specialty/D-49 Tree Service

111m TW171111~;tll ;'1 U
For the Tree Care Professional
Providing the Following Services:
• Complete Application processing to obtain
the Tree Service Exam and License as soon
as possible.
• Current and up-to-date Tree Service Law
study materials.
• Current and up-to-date Tree Service Trade
study materials.

* GUARANTEED TO PASS! *
Major
I Credit
I ENROLL BY PHONE TODAY I CHECKS
Cards i
I 18007522275

Accepted

SERVING

C.O.D.

ALL OF CALIFORNIA

and licensed by the Department of Education.
Call for full details and FREE brochure!

CONTRACTORS
TESTING SERVICE
DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT ON A LIMB!
- FINES STARTAT $1000.

December 1-3
Agricultural Outlook Conference
USDA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.
Contact: 202-720-3050
December 2-4
Rocky Mountain Turf Conference &
Trade Show
Currigan Hall
Denver, Cob.
Contact: 303-688-3440
December 7-8
ISA/Illinois Chapter Meeting
Holiday Inn Conference Hotel
Decatur, Ill.
Contact: Mike Dirksen, 217-789-2250

e lp

TREE
TRIMMING
SUPPLIES
>

Mitts & Merrill Brush Chippers
Hodges Stump Grinders
Pruning Saws • Tree Calipers
Pole Pruners • Loppers
Bush Hooks • Sprayers
PROFESSIONAL TOOLS AND
UNIFORMS FOR GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

Write or phone
for a free catalog.

January 7
Understanding the Urban Tree
Featuring Dr. Alex Shigo
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Contact: Rainbow Treecare.
612-922-3810

January 17-19
Empire State Tree Conference
Holiday Inn
Suffern, N.Y.
Contact: 518-783-1322

February 9-13
NAA Annual Meeting
Don Cesar Resort Hotel
St. Petersburg, Eta.
Contact: NAA, 800-733-2622

Plastic Composites Corporation
has produced more fiberglass
booms and buckets than ANY
other company. We have been
the primary original equipment
manufacturer of Hi.Ranger* glass
components over the last three
decades. Now we are in a position
where we can deal directly with
the rebuilding and user industry
for replacement parts and repairs.
to fit the Hi Ranger* and other
aerial lifts.
When you buy from PCC, you get
OEM quality at the best price
available.

REPLACEMENT BOOMS,
BUCKETS AND LINERS
TO FIT HIRANGER*
AND OTHER
AERIAL LIFTS
I

J

See us
at
TCI

Expo

Please call to discuss your needs
for glass or liners to fit HiR anger *
and other aerial lifts. We have the
product, the price and the service
team to meet your needs.

F

Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
129 Edgewater N.W.
Massillon, Ohio 44646
Phone (216) 477-3457

PLAST IC COMPOSITES
RPORATION

Please circle 24 on the Reader Service Card
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January 14-16
Mid-America Horticultural Trade Show
Hyatt Regency
Chicago, Ill.
Contact: Donn Sanford, 708-526-2010

January 27-29
Annual Conference and Trade Show
Wyoming Groundskeepers and Growers
Association
Casper Events Center
Casper, Wyo.
Contact: Bruce Potter. 307-637-7060:
Chuck Kostboth. 307-265-1870

January 5
Understanding the Urban Tree
Featuring Dr. Alex Shigo
Milwaukee. Wis.
Contact: Rainbow Treecare,
612-922-3810

Please circle 12 on the Reader Service Card
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January 14-15
Carolinas Shade Tree Workshop
Co-sponsored by the Carolina Arborist
Committee and Southern Chapter ISA
Charlotte, N.C.
Contact: Don McSween, 704-336-4262

TREE CARE INI)USTR\

-

8301 North Clinton St.
Fo rt Wayne, IN 46825
Phone 1 -800-747-9339
Phone 1-219-4.84-3139
Fax 1-219-483-2532
* HI-Ranger Is a traaemark of Hi-Ranger, Inc

Please circle 41 on the Reader Service Card
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See us at TCI Expo

160
SPECIALIZED
TRUCKS IN
STOCK

&'
1968 Bucyrus Erie Hyd. Crane 45C;
1986 Ford; V8: 5.2; 8,00 Mi.:
25 Ton Cap.; 85 Boom; 20 Jib; 105'
w NATIONAL 455 Crane; 8 Ton Cap;
Hook Height; Gas Up & Down
65 + 29 Jib= 94• Hook Height; Very
Clean .................. $39,500 .... $29,500

(2) 1990 Intl.; DTA360 Diesel: 5+2
Spd.; wJLG 1 000BT: 10 Ton Cap.;
71' Boom + 29 Jib=1 00' Hook Height
$475OO Ea.
.

H

.
— —

e#w

1987 Ford; 7.8 Diesel; 5+2; w R.O.
TC1 10; 11 Ton Cap.; 5 Boom + 23'
Jib = 88 Hook Height
$46,500

.

....... •

s#

•

.....

S

all

1984 Ford.
Diesel. 52. a
.
MAt
.
.
on Cap.; O Hook
Heih .................$,5OO

1984 Ford, 8.2 Diesel. o+2.
w NATIONAL 4-55; 8 Ton Cap.; 65
Hook Height ............ $29,500

1978 Mack Tandem, 6.75 Diesel.
5+2 Spd.; wPITMAN 6.5 Ton Crane:
41 Hook Height
$15,500

1980 Ford; V8; 5 Spd.; w R.O. 5 on
Crane & Dump Body .......$7,OO

1976 iNTL;
Jb: 52;
.AOCY Sig- Cane.

.'

,

F

—

rr

i

fwAl

1983

Chevrolet, Diesel; 5+2;
w'LR50 ASPLUNDH Bucket & Chip

1981 int'l.; V8 Gas; Auto.; LR50 ASPLUNDH & Chip Body . . . $23,900

$29,500

I

1978 To 1982 Gil Gas 0 D e
2 Wheel 0 4 Wheel Drive; AS
Ford C/O; CAT Diesel, Auto.,
PLUNDH LB42, LB45 Material Han- w/50' HUNT PIERCE Se'v it Bucket
dler Buckets ........ $12,500 & UP .$16,500

;;

1985 Ford; Diesel; 5+2: w "CLAN
42' Mater

-and's'

......$29500

u

°

(20) 1978 To 198.8 One Ton Bucket
Vans, Utilities, Veralift, Teista's. Etc.

$4,500 & Up

,

y5

,

(2) 1986 Ford & Chevrolet; V5; 5.2;
HOLAN 805 42 Material Hand rig
Bucket .................$26,500

W

i4y5

,,

,!

....

All

(10) 1976 To 1982 Telst.a T400
Placer Units; FORD & CHEVROLET;
Gas & Diesels

'

.

:

41

54.

¶
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;

/
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1980 Ford LNT8000; 6.71 Detroit;
13 Spd.; w 11.1 i 1331 Wallboard
Loader ................. $19,500

1984 GMC; 8.2 Diesel; 5+2; IMTCO
3 Ton Knuckleboom; 30' Reach; 12'
Flat Body; Litigate; NICE . $16,900

1990 Int'l. Model 4700; DTA360 Diesel, 5--2 Spd..
wJLG 800BT 8 Ton Crane; 65 Boom + 29' Jib = 94'
.
Hook Height ............................ $39,500

,

1968 Ford:
Lci..

5.2:

- A0 ..

.i

.

$6,500

w+s

mop

t 14

1987 Ottawa Commando; 1ck
Diesel: 4x4; s Pitman PC 342TS .o
Ton Digger Derrick; 45 Hook Height;
3,982 Miles
$49,000

1973 Ford L8000; CAT Diesel; Auto HOLA 3Section Digger Derrick;
$8,000
4-4 Hook Height

1967 Ford F950; J8; 5+4 Spd.; Tandem w/STERLING MARAUDER 20
Dip Depth; 3 KELLY B
$19,000

PENGO p

I
d
TCR '
sn 2 C I Gas ers
$8,900 Ea.
a
(20) Reel Trailers in Stock.

1987

Vermeer

455A

° -.

T

esel

$16.900

200 H s

Mob

1984 CHEVROLET SUBURBAN
V8; Auto.; AC; w FAIRMOUNT Rail
$9,500; (2) Crane Dumps
1982-84 Chevrolet Or Gill ChipGear
w FArRMOUNT 2545 Rail Gear
Bod y Dun ri VS 4 S d SEVERAL
$13,000 Ea.
AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICES
.

"

1986 Olathe 864 Wood & Debris
Chipper; 160 Hrs.; Cummins Turbo
Diesel ................. $29,500

:

-1

......

1982 Ahey Mobil Street Saeeper
HLD-2, John Deere 4 Cyl. Diesel
.........$13,500

s-

Royer Woodsman; 4 Cyl. Detroit
Diesel .......... ........ $19,500

7-,- ,V4-

1971 Ford CO
-L-e ,
'e °ae........$9,500

bP

!

• rrrU

.

Rayco Stump Grinders;
6 ..ed In Stock.

1101 New,

Morbark 20-36 i.,rr spars; 290's; Used Asplur'h.
Woodchuck. Etc.; 1201 In Stock,

ii
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Shindaiwa Assists Arborist Training
Shindaiwa, Incorporated, of Tualatin,
Oregon. has donated chain saws for field
training to the M.F. Blair Institute of Arboriculture. The Institute, headed by Donald Blair, sponsors training workshops
throughout the United States on Rigging
for Removal and other subjects.

r shh"Iaiwa

_

Lee Richey, Shindaiwa's Western sales
manager, presented a new saw to Blair.
Shindaiwa also supplied saws and financial support to the National Arborist Association for the production of chain saw
training videos.
Shindaiwa manufactures gas and elec
tric chain saws, line trimmers, brush cutters, hedge trimmers, water pumps, leaf
blowers, cutoff saws and clearing saws.

Don Blair, left, accepts a new saw from Lee Richey, Shindaiwa's Western sales
manager.

Chemicals Reference Available
The Second Edition of the Turf & Ornamentals Chemicals Reference, a valuable desk reference for anyone engaged in
IPM or pesticide application, is available

from C & P Press/John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. Publishers.
The T & OCR is probably the best single resource for chemical planning and

WE MAKE THE SORRIEST LOOKING SPUTTER YOU'VE EVER SEEN!

We've had people look
at our machine and say:
NO WAY!
the wedge is too
narrow,
the pusher too small,
the 'I' beam isn't
wide enough,
it'll never split the
kind of logs we get!
That's what we hear all the time, from folks who haven't used one. Would you
believe! Three (3) full cords an hour. On a tough machine, that won't quit!
To find out more; call, write or fax:

GFX CORPORATION

Nt V*1

200 RECREATION PARK DRIVE
HINGHAM, MA 02043-4220
617-740-0350 * FAX 617-740-0355
Please circle 19 on the Reader Service Card
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hazardous communication training programs. Included in the Second Edition arc
labels and material safety data sheets fo
more than 315 chemical products, supplied by 23 manufacturers. Other features
are six quick-reference color-coded indexes cross-referencing each product
(Brand Name Index, Manufacturer Index,
Product Category Index, Common Name
Index, Plant & Site Use Index and Pest
Use Index); a Hazardous Chemical Inventory Reporting Table: Department of
Transportation shipping requirements; an
expanded summary of regulations affecting the turf and ornamental professional;
posting and notification requirements by
state; a guide to state registrations of products; state Poison Control Centers: state
regulatory officials; and a helpful application record-keeping chart.
You can order the Turf & Ornamentals
Chemicals Reference, Second Edition,
(ISBN #0471-58018-X, $110) and examine it free for 15 days by calling 1-800879-4539 or write to C & P Press, c/o John
Wiley & Sons. 605 Third Avenue. New
York, NY 10158. attn. Torn Charla.
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Looking forward to seeing you
at the NAA Annual Meeting
and Conference
February 9-13, 1993
at the beautiful

Ei1
To:

All Arborists

Don Cesar Resort in sunny Florida!

Paul McFarland
President, L4A

10 GOOD REASONS To ATTEND
THE 1993 NAA ANNUAL
MEETING & CONFERENCE:
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Get a head start on achieving your 1993 Goals.
Network with your peers and experts in
the industry.
Improve your marketing efforts.
Investigate the Zero Defects Program.
Review insurance needs.
Prepare for an OSHA inspection.
Listen to, learn from and meet Dr. Alex Shigo.
Get a fresh perspective on your business.
Prepare for a busy spring.
Enjoy the activities offered in beautiful
St. Petersburg. . . and more!
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NATIONAL ABORISTS ASSOCIATION
1-800-733-2622
Please circle 31 on the Reader Service Card

NAA's 1993 Annual Meeting And Conference Offers A Change
The National Arborist Association's
Annual Meeting and Management Conference is different from any other arborist
meeting you have ever attended. For example, the keynote speaker is Dr. Alex
Shigo, a well-known authority on trees
and tree systems. However, at NAA's Annual meeting, Al Shigo has promised not
to talk about trees— at all.
Beginning with Shigo, this year's conference will be informative, exciting and
enlightening. Scheduled for February 913, the meeting will be held at the Don

Cesar Resort in St. Petersburg, Florida.
The programs will focus on timely issues.
The meeting format is designed to help all
those in the tree care industry improve
their business and stay informed.
Experts will present programs on insurance, pesticides. OSHA, marketing, zerodefects programs, and more. Conference
attendees will have the opportunity to explore specific issues in informal sessions
with the experts.
The beautiful location of this year's
conference lends itself perfectly to net-

working with peers, broadening the scope
of business relationships, renewing old acquaintances and meeting new friends.
For further information, contact the National Arborist Association, P.O. Box
1094, Amherst, New Hampshire 0303 1, or
call 1-800-733-2622.

AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION
AS-U-C the need for Safety Products
529 CALEB ROAD
SHELBY, NC 28152

P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY, NC 28151

A

AMERICAN SAFETY
'BOOTS

0194
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SAW
CABBARD
aid

TREE SADDLE
2 DEE RING SADDLE

I I ' S A FACT. . a

-

That with a Regular Saw Chain you can
only cut One Cord of Wood without re-sharpening! WITH A RAPCO
CARBIDE SAW CHAIN YOU CAN CUT 20 to 25 CORDS WITHOUT
RE-SHARPENING.
"IT CUTS
LIKE

Small fits: 30-38 waist
Medium: 34-42 waist
40-48 w ai st/

/

TREE PRUNERS

-

IT'S UNMATCHED
TO CUT DIRT ENCRUSTED TIMBERS,
DRIFTWOOD EMBEDDED WITH
SAND AND OTHER DIFFICULT

.

World's Finest

RAP~CO

CUTTING APPLICATIONS

WRITE OR PHONE
ri
u
S TODAY8.!

38

INDUSTRIES, INC.

12130 N.E. AINSWORTH CIRCLE #240
PORTLAND, OREGON USA 97220
PHONE 1-503-255-6355
FAX 1-503-255-4807

PIaac circle 44 on the Reader Ser ica Card
TREE CARE INDUSTRY

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-438-6013
Continental U.S. • Puerto Rico
Alaska • Hawaii • Canada

Plea s e circk' 4 on the Reader Service Card
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TOOLS
OF THE TRADE.
SAWS

Ropes, Chain Saws, Tree Saddles—These are
all essential tools of the trade.

c,

.

Information is also an essential tool—"The

Treeworker", a monthly newsletter,
contains the information that will keep

LES

your employees informed and a step
ahead.
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tant issues affecting your business such as
Safe Work Habits, Team Work, New Tree
Care Techniques, and more!

"THE TREEWORKER"
A Small Investment That Will Pay Big Dividends!

Workers

')Wfler
4Ore,70

Subscribe to "me Treeworker" and
make it one of your essential tools. Keep
your employees up-to-date about impor -

a18k1 p

Cant//e co- Blair

Each subscription of the "Treeworker" contains
12 monthly issues. To figure your cost, determine

the number of subscriptions and then multiply
that number by the cost per subscription. Example: To order 11 subscriptions: 11 x $13.20 =
$145.20 per year.
# Subscriptions

Each

1-9 ........$14.50

# Subscriptions

Each

50-99 .......$10.90

10-19 ......$13.20

100-299 ......$8.90

20-49 ......$12.50

300

+ ........

TO ORDER PLEASE FILL OUT
THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 44.

0#

National Arborist Association

Please circle 33 on the Reader Service Card

$6.90
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Leonardi Manufacturing Co., Inc., introduces Tuft Teeth replacement teeth for
stump grinders. Tuft Teeth are threefourths of an inch thick to last longer
than standard teeth. Surrounding Tuft
Teeth in the photo above are Leonardi's
Tuft Teeth pockets, as well as the company's round and square-tip standard
teeth, standard pockets and bolts. For
further information, contact Leonardi
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 2728 Erie Drive,
Weedsport, NY 13166. Phone: 800-5372552, 315-834-6611. FAX: 315-834-9220.
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LABB Systems/Software has just released version 2.0 of the new Trims
Street Tree Inventory. The new software package is an IBM PC compatible
tree management system for municipalities, colleges, universities, parks
and industrial complexes. Trims Street
Tree Inventory assists in planning and
scheduling street tree maintenance, requesting bids and tracking tree history.
For a free brochure and demo disk,
contact LABB Systems/Software, 6018
East Osborn Road, Scottsdale, AZ
85251. Phone: 800-733-9710.

Safety Storage, Inc., announces the
new FireShield (FS-Series) safety stor age buildings for flammable and combustible liquids and hazardous materials. FS-Series hazmat storage buildings
are the first all-welded, unitized 2-hour
fire-rated steel buildings in the industry. They offer high strength, light
weight, and economy while meeting
federal, state and local regulations for
fire-rated storage units. For further information, contact Safety Storage, Inc.,
2301 Bert Drive, Hollister, CA 95023.
Phone: 800-344-6539. FAX: 408-6377405.

SL2000
ouble Locking
vvr-ii

I t

waxea,

i tD

stranas.

• The rope that protects
you and your
crew.
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'93
Everything you need for a more profitable year can be found
the 1993 Mid-America Horticultural Trade Show in Chicago.
It's the right place to sharpen your competitive edge and make
all your smart "dollars and sense" buying decisions for the
'93 season.
A

Mid-Am offers:
• 671 booths filled with green goods, equipment and service
ideas from 426 of the nation's top nursery, landscape and
garden center suppliers;
• One-on-one interactions with green industry pros;
• Demonstrations on how to cut costs and enhance profits;
• Convenient Thursday through Saturday show schedule;
• Educational meetings, seminars and events sponsored by
industry associations;
• Prime location in Chicago's loop with reduced room rates
and parking at the luxurious Hyatt Regency Chicago;
• Low-cost parking at Soldier Field with free shuttle bus to
and from Mid-Am;
• Discounted rates for early registration;
For registration information, contact:
Mid-America Horticultural Trade Show, 1 000 N. Rand Road,
Suite 214, Wauconda, Illinois 60084.
TEL: 708-526-2010.

FAX: 708-526-3993.

Attend Mid-Am '93.
January 14-16, 1993
Hyatt Regency Chicago
it's Your First & Best Place
for Business in 19 93

Please circle 29 on the Reader Service Card

SPONSORED BY:
Illinois Landscape Contractors Association
Illinois Nurserymen's Association
Wisconsin Landscape Federation
ENDORSED BY:
Iowa Nurserymen's Association
Minnesota Nursery & Landscape Association
Nebraska Association of Nurserymen

A new "maintenance" spike is available
from the Lutz Corporation, for treating
manganese, magnesium and potassium deficiencies of palms. The Lutz
#30193 Palm Tree Maintenance Spikes
are formulated to fertilize palms while
protecting them from common nutrient
deficiencies. Their nutrient release is
slowed by the use of proprietary binders. Each Lutz spike provides exact
measured amounts of nutrient so
palms can be properly fertilized. For
further information, contact the Lutz
Corporation, 501 Ford St., Oregon, IL
61061. Phone 815-732-2383.

The H. L. Bouton Company, a leading
manufacturer of protective eye wear for
more than 50 years, introduces the
9500 USA to the line of 9500 Plastic Aviator safety spectacles. The 9500 USA
offers classic aviator style and comfort
in a lightweight red, white and blue multicolor plastic frame with a USA imprint.
The 9500 series frames are also available in neon red, neon blue, neon green
and traditional caramel and smoke colors. Replaceable polycarbonate lenses
come in clear, grey, and four IR green
shades. For more information, contact
Jeffrey Sherman at 508-295-3300.

rem
PATENTED DESIGN

-

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

The//I heavy duty
.stumpcutter tooth!!!II•

CUT WITH

CONFIDENCE

CEI 800 SERIES
CUTTER TEETH:

• Eliminate bending and breaking!
• Dependable in tough conditions!
• Last 3-5 times longer!
• No gauging!
• 5 years proven performance!
• Patented carbide design for
longer edge life!
P.O. BOX 406 OSSEO, MN 55396
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CALL US TODAY!!!

1-800-333-5234

Please circle 11 on the Reader Service Card

CFOXM
See us at
TO Expo

16005 Delmar
owell, IN 46356

dc/ICI

The
Affordable

(219) 696-1440
('ill I ii!c'it

\mtra rc o

Portables
Models
12R-18E-20 (OHV-2)
30" Stump removed
12" Deep 9 minutes

SAFETY FEATURES

• Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when working machine.
• When disengaging cutter, cutter stops and does not free wheel.

Please circle 18 on the Reader Service Card
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Rayco introduces the Hydra-Stumper
T175, a land improvement and site
preparation machine. The T175 features two self-contained, quick change
heads which reduce the cost of stump
removal and brush mowing. The stump
cutter has a heavy duty hydrostatic motor that powers a 36-inch-diameter cutter. The cutter wheel's rock cutting per cussion teeth provide longer service
life. The cutter travels 112 inches
across the stumps and reaches 48
inches above and 40 inches below
ground. For more information, write to
Rayco, 4255 Lincoln Way East, Wooster, OH 44691. Phone: 800-392-2687 in
Ohio, 800- 392-2686 outside Ohio.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NOVEMBER 1992

Classified Ads in
TO Get Results!

TEl

Tree Care Industry reaches
over 16,000 Arborists, so
whether you're trying to sell
equipment or find the right
employee, your classified
will get action! The cost is
$45 per column inch with a
one inch minimum. Ads
must be paid for in advance.
Call TO at (603) 673-8952
for more information.

•
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"JUST
PUSH
PLAY"
Why try and explain something that you can show in a video in less
than 20 minutes?

F

Video programs from the National Arborist Association make it easier to train new employees and refresh the memories of experienced
employees. All you have to do is select the subject and turn on the
VCR. Order now and save 10%.
This months feature video is:

Principles of Shade & Ornamental Tree Pruning
and Pruning Standards for Shade Trees.
Every year you invest thousands in the maintenance of equipment
and in the purchase of new tools. But even the most technologically
advanced pruning equipment depends upon the skill and knowledge
of its operator to function correctly.
Principles of Pruning covers the methods, equipment and reasons for
pruning.
Pruning Practices and Standards covers the limits and criteria for
arboricultural work. This tape reviews the four classes of pruning:
• Class I - Fine Pruning
• Class II - Standard Pruning
• Class Ill - Hazard Pruning
• Class IV Crown Reduction Pruning
.. .

.. ....

Each of two: $60 NAA members/$90 Non-members
Set: $108 NAA members/$162 Non-members
To order, simply fill out the order from on Page 44 or call the NAA's
Toll Free Hotline at 1 -800-733-2611.

0#

National Arbonst Association

DON'T MISS OUR SPECIAL OFFER—
ORDER NOW AND SAVE 10%!
Offer expres December 31, 1992

Please circle 32 on the Reader Service Card
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LEONARDI

Teeth

HELP WANTED

CALL TOLL FREE
U.S. AND CANADA

We are a full service arboriculture f rm

1-800-537-2552
Ask for our free
Catalog

• Direct from factory prices
• Visa or Mastercard accepted
• No risk Warranty for first time

buyers
Teeth & Accessories
-

See us at
TCI Expo

I

Ill
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with offices in the Midwest and the East
Coast. With our continued expansion, we
are seeking qualified arborists for production, plant health care and sales positions
within our company. We consider safety,
quality, production, and communication to
be the foundations of proper tree care. If
you believe the same and wish to make arboriculture a career, we would like to hear
from you. Send your resume with salary
history to Carol Nallen, do The Care of
Trees, Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.
Complete tree company looking for tree

'
-

SI('I 1945

LEONARDI
ltM Ft('TEItIM ('0.. INC.
2728 ERIE I)I{I F
WEEI)sroR'I.
1:1116
(3 11) 831-6611 • i'.tX (31 5) 831-9220

climbers—best working conditions—good
pay—year-round work—management opportunity for aggressive self-starter—hard
workers. Bob's Nursery. NAA members.
Call Bob or Frank, 318-232-TREE.
Arbor Care/Riverside, California--Ar -

borist position requires sales & manage-

ment abilities. Must have strong background in operations with high safety standards, an interest in high quality product
and a drive for customer satisfaction. Send
resumes to Peter Sortwell, General Manager, Arbor Care, 825 Mabury Road, San
Jose, CA 95133. Phone: 408-453-5922.

FOR SALE
60" Big John tree spade mounted on a

1982 GMC 7000, 8.2 Detroit, air brakes,
12 front & 23 rear. Very good condition &
ready to dig. $25,500. Phone: 715-3567311.
1988 L-800 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford
diesel 16 front, 44 rears, set back front
axle. Allison automatic trans., mounted
w/Big John AA90 tree spade in excellent
condition. $66,000 or B.O. Phone: 407968-1045.

Skyworker—Largest new parts inventory,
used equipment inventory, major service

Please circle 26 on the Reader Service Card

- -Order Form-----1

AT LAST.
Tree Inventory
Software That
Doesn't Cost an
Arm and a LimbL/

Principles of Shade & Ornamental Tree Pruning and
Pruning Standards for Shade Trees and/or The Tree Worker. Mail this form and
payment to: National Arborist Association, The Meeting Place Mall. Route 101. P.O.

7ffiMS<

Principles of Shade & Ornamental Tree Pruning
and Pruning Standards for Shade Trees

TRIMS Tree Inventory is an IBM PC
compatible Inventory, Maintenance,
and Scheduling program designed for
Cities, Parks, Universities, Golf
Courses and Industrial Complexes.

Please use this form to order

Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094.

0 Pruning Tools and Techniques 0 Pruning Practices and Standards
Each: $60 NAA/ISA members, $90 non-members
Set: $108 NAA/ISA members, $162 non-members
Total __________ Less 10% Discount - _________

TRIMS Tree Inventory provides the
same functions and reports found in
systems costing 10 times as much.
Features Include:

• On Screen Look-Up • Fast Data Entry
• Compact File Size
• Work Scheduling
• Informative Reports
• Tree History
TRIMS Tree Inventory has the power,
flexibility and ease of use found in all
TRIMS Grounds Management Software
Products.

Write or Call for
detailed literature
and FREE Demo Disk.

Subscription(s)

$

Company Name:
Name of Individual Ordering:
Phone:

Title:
Address:

State

City:
U MasterCard U Visa Card Number

- Zip: Exp. Date:

Signature:

LABB Systems/Software
6220 East Thomas, Suite 303
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(800) 733-9710 • (602) 481-9710
FAX (602) 941-5348

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031 -1 094
Phone 1(800)733-2622 Fax (603)672-2613

Please circle 25 on the Reader Service Card
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(US FUNDS)

TOTAL AMOUNT
ENCLOSED:

The Treeworker
Cost subscription

S _____________
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B Series 76 to 200 HP

C Series 150 to 250 HP

Cummins Power
45s::Z: __ :1. for The Tree Care Industry Ic
NATIONAL

ARBORIST

B and C Series Diesels have set the STANDARD for Industry.
Since 1984, B and C Series Engines have provided
durable, fuel efficient and long-lasting performance that
every Arborist expects.
See your Cummins Michigan representative Jim Osborne
at TCI EXPO '92 in Baltimore.
Please circle 14 on the Reader Service Card

facility in U.S. Phone: 404-376-3192 FAX
404-376-1150.

204 North 11509 Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022. Phone: 414-2556161.

Hardware and software, by an arborist
for the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best-selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone:
203-226-4335.

Brush chippers, stump grinders, shredders, mulchers, log splitters, new used and
reconditioned, small, med., and large capacities. Financing available. Cal-Line
Equipment Co., Livermore, CA. Phone:
510-443-6432.

Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh, Sky Worker—most major
brands-40' to 95'. Also, brush chippers,
stump grinders, tree spades, log loaders
and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial
buckets. Allied Utility Equipment, Inc.. W.

t

:71

Knuckle boom loader-1 975 F-700 Ford
with 1981 HAP knuckle boom and 1981
steel construction dump body. This unit
was assembled in 1981 and used until
1985. It was stored from 1985 until pur-

A;V
-

• 3 I984-85.86 In'd-G\l(.' 7000 sI52' HiRanger's chip dumps, pony motors, clean units.
Cost: $27,500-$33,000.

I981 ( Iiii N G-70 4 s4 u "I -4' lU) 1lI-RalI2er
double insulated unit, clean. Cost '18.500.

• 1984 Ford F-700 ,v/Alpine skyworker 65 elevator
bucket, 21,000 miles. Cost $34,000. * Also 1-65'
Hi-Ranger w/Flatbed. *
• (6) 1982-86 Chevy-Ford-tnt wILR-50 Asplundh
trim lifts, chip dumps. 2wd-4wd, gas-dsl. Cost:
$24,000-32.50().
• 1983 GMC 6000 w/L-shape go forth chip dump,
V8, 4+2. Ps, ph. clean. Cost: $8,950.
• 1979-80 Ford/mt. S-1700 w/55' TECO bucket
units, double insulated flatbed. Cost: $15,50016,500.

Andy'sTruck
Center Inc.

1988 Foid I .t) ss/landscapr 2-3 anI dump
mfg. by Stahl, tool storage. Cost: $11,500.

chased in late 1989. We spent $8000 in
truck repairs, refurbishing and painting, including brakes, wheel bearings, seals, new
carburetor, new throttle linkage, full tuneup and new exhaust system. Total
mileage, 91,985. We have put on 950
miles since purchase in late 1989. This unit
is like new and ready to work. We don't
use this truck often and we are motivated
to sell it. Extras include tool boxes, log
tongs and others. Call for complete description and pictures. $16,500. Will entertain trades. Phone: 516-922-5348.
Palm tree fertilizer spikes. Fast effective
way to cure Mn, Mg & K deficiencies & enhance beauty of healthy palms. Free
brochure. Lutz Corporation, 501-T Ford
St., Oregon, IL 61061. Phone: 815-7322383.
1989 FMC 60 GPM stainless steel 600-gal
tank spray unit, mounted on 1988 Iveco
Euro 220, 2 reels, 36,000 miles, garage
kept, in mint condition with maintenance
records on both. $18,300 out the door. Call
708-729-1963. Also, looking to purchase
an FMC 1000-gal sprayer unit, preferably
mounted on newer truck; Arbortech body
chip truck, 1990 or newer. Call 708-2156261.

tI.?LANDSCAPING
Easily & Quickly

In West Palm Beach, Florida Since 1967
* Delivery Available *

Ph. (407) 965-6666

•

. AT HOME

Fax: (407) 965-6844

Please circle 5 on the Reader Sers ice Card

The Difference Between
Good And Gone
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS
FOR TREES
• More Profits

FOR PLEASURE - Please your family
with a professionally landscaped yard. Assist
your friends and community in landscape
projects.
FOR PROFIT - Prepare for tremendous
money-making opportunities for trained men
and women in the Landscape Field. You
at home - how to
may quickly learn
become a Landscape authority, Landscape
Contractor, Landscape Nursery-man,
Garden Consultant, Lecturer or Designer.
Start your own profitable business or get
good paying position. Excellent part time
money-making opportunities.
-

S Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
S Door Opener And Sales Closer
• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
*Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit
S VHS-How To Install Tree
5ystems($1 4.95)

See us
at
TCI Expo

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION
COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526

LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS, Dept. TA01 132

101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403

Please send me free copy of your brochure,
"How to Learn Modern Landscaping for Profit
or Pleasure."
Name
Address
City

State...ZIP

(219)533-4116
Please circle 22 on the Reader Service Card
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YO U HAVE TO SEE IT...
TO BELIEVE IT.
The Brown Brontosaurus
4 9,

A new concept for cutting and
mulching brush and small
trees.

49

Almost 10,000 hours of extensive testing has resulted in the strongest, safest and most versatile brush
cutter in existence today. We designed and built the Brown Brontosaurus to handle right-of-way cutting in some of
New England's most rugged terrain. We are certain it can handle the job in your area as well.
The mower is excavator mounted providing the operator with a full-view of the cutting head. Precise boom
and stick movements allow the operator to selectively cut and shred brush and small trees while leaving desirable
species untouched.
The Brown Brontosaurus' patented design grinds trees and bushes into a thin, beneficial covering of fine
mulch rather than discharging large, dangerous chunks of debris like most rotary flail mowers.
,,

Road Side Mower Model
(Rail-way mower now available also)

-

*.

Right-of-Way Tracked Unit

q

Rp o —vw ,

If you are presently cutting brush and are
not using a Brown Brontosaurus, you are probably
wasting both time and $$$!
To learn more about this dynamic product,
call for a free brochure and video tape. We are also
willing to arrange a demonstration in your area.

17.

02
MOWING DIV

John Brown & Sons, Co.
Sawyer Industrial Park
\Vcarc New Hampshire 03281
603-529-7974
L S Pxented

Please circle 10 on the Reader Service Card

Brush chippers. Largest inventory of new
and used in New England. Brush Bandits,
Morbarks, Vermeers. 1-800-258-8970,
Hawkensen Enterprises, Plymouth, NH.

ous rotation grapple. Unit has 5100 hours
on it and is in very good condition.
$68,000. For further information, contact
Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrok
Road, Remus, Ml 49340. Jerry Morey.
Phone: 517-561-2270; FAX: 517-5612273.

74 Mack—rebuilt motor & trans, 1991
Hood loader, ex. cond., plus pulp trailer,
$36,000. Phone: 708-531-1181. Can't tell
from new, or trade for aerial unit.

1984 Blue Ox whole tree chipper,
equipped with the following: Caterpillar
3412, 750-hp diesel engine, Prentice 180
knuckleboom loader w/Rotobec continu-

Big John 80' tree spade on 75 Chev.
C-90, 44,000# rear axle, Detroit 671,
15-speed trans. Both units are painted and
ready to work. Reduced for quick sale.
$22,500. Call eves: 518-377-3452.

W"
'1 0=

ECONO

Looking for a used chipper? Call the
Midwest's chipper supermarket. We have
Morbark, Bandit, Asplundh, Wayne & Mitts
chippers. Some in great shape & some
not. Alexander Equipment, 708-268-0100
or FAX: 708-268-0114.
Classified rates: $45 per inch (1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of
the month two months prior to publication.
Send ad and payment to:
TCI, Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

TREE
TRIMMING
EQUIPMENT

(?Iince
N-12 to
BORDER CITY

CARBIDE TIPPED

TOOL
BUY DIRECT FROM
THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER
Call Toll Free: 1-800-421-5985
FAX: 1-313-758-7829

CUTTERS
_z7v~

STUMP

OVER 37 YEARS EXPERIENCE

23325 BLACKSIONE
WARREN, MI 48089-2675
Telephone: (313) 758-5574

Please circle 9 on the Reader Service Card

AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTION

O ral

f

—

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN WATER OR JUICE

PREVENTS THE

"FIERY ITCH"

"Your warehouse
is just a phone call away"
FREE catalog available!

OF POISON IVY
®

See us at TCI Expo

B#RTLETT

Retail Price: $12.50 per bottle
Wholesale: $90.00 per dozen

N
MUFACTURiNG
CO.
See us at TCI Expo

3003 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48202

1-800-553-6778
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

ORAL IVY, INC. 104 GUY'S LANE BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle 38 on the Reader Service Card
48

80 YEARS
OF QUALITY
TOOLS
AND
FRIENDLY
SERVICE.
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Built To Handle
The Job From
Viamak
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See us at
TCI Expo
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You won't find a more
dependable ground saw

100

I

than the nardworking Poulan Pro 415.
Because it's built to the same lofty standards as the S25 series—the favorite of
arborists everywhere.
The 415 gives you 65cc's of pure cutting power, yet it's well
balanced, easy to handle and boasts the lowest noise and
vibration levels in its class. Add all that to Poulan Pro features
like the DuraChrome cylinder for longer engine life, a largevolume fuel tank, the anti-vibe leg brace and an inertia chain
brake, and you have a ground saw that easily lives up to all your
day-to-day demands.

41

•a
The industry's most
popular climbing saw
just got better. The new Poulan Pro
S25DA gives you the same superior
balance. power-to-weight ratio and 38cc
performance that's made
the S25 series the tree care industry standard.
,
But this model also comes equipped with it's
own heavy-duty metal climbing ring—no more
improvising or settling for substandard parts.
For the lowdown on the entire line of high-quality Poulan Pro
chain saws, get a closer look and a demo at the Poulan Pro
dealer near you.

Poulan PRO
TH E PRO APPROACH

Please circle 42 on the Reader Service Card
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TREE EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
NEW IDEAS!

NEW DESIGNS!

NEW PRODUCTS!

I

PLANT HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS &SPRAYERS

• SPRAYBOSS" BACKPACK & SAFE WASH" CLEAN WATER SYSTEM

'15 - 300 GALLON SPRAYER WITH 12 VOLT DIAPHRAM PUMPS

231' COMMERCE ROAD 'FAIRFIELD, NJ 07004

Established 1947
SSOCIATE S

1

(201)227-0359. (201) 227-0865 FAX

Please circle 36 on the Reader Service Card
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Cleveland Convention Center
Cleveland, Ohio
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By Pete Harrison
When reading through your publication.
I always go to the back page first to read
"From the Field." I always think of the
many adversities arborists face every day.
One thing strange in particular happened to me approximately five years ago.
We were contracted to thin and remove
dead wood from two large silver maples
and trim all the shubbery.
When estimating the job. I noticed
honeybees flying in and out of a cavity in
one of the trees.
Foreseeing a problem. I suggested we
prune the tree with the bees in the winter
months. The owner agreed, and we did the
other work in a few weeks.
When we arrived to start the work, we
began with the junipers. At about 10a.m.,
we took a coffee break in the chipper
truck.
While we were sitting in the cab. I noticed thousands of bees in flight. They

See us
at
TCIExpo

What I couldn't understand was that the bees
weren 't bothering the other men. When I
walked back to the yard, the bees began to
buzz around my head again.
were all over the place. We stepped out of
the truck to see what was going on.
The homeowner asked if we had started
trimming the tree and upset the bees. I answered no, but the bees were landing all
over us. Nobody seemed to pay them
much attention, but then they started
buzzing around my head.
Since it was summer, I didn't have a hat
on. and I was sporting my usual summer
crew cut. I began to get nervous because
of all the activity around my head.
I reached up and wiped over my head,
and to my dismay there must have been 20

'1

ARBORLINE INC.
Arborline offers today's professional arborist an outstanding selection of conventional
and extra high-strength ropes to meet your demanding needs. Featured is our new
PowerBraid bull rope designed to outlast standard arborist lines 2 to 1 while offering
easy handling and increased security. Available in 112" through 3/4".
YOU CAN DEPEND ON ARBORL/NE FOR ALL YOUR ROPE NEEDS.

ARBORLINE INC.
P.O. Box 101, E. Longmeadow, MA 01028

52

1-800-432-7267

Please circle 6 on the Reader Service Card
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bees in my hand. Well, I couldn't help hut
panic. so I took off—running and swatting
at my head and face. I ended up running
about 200 yards away. pulling my shirt
over my head for protection.
What I couldn't understand was that the
bees weren't bothering the other men.
When I walked back to the yard, the bees
began to buzz around my head again.
After about a half hour. they began to
swarm on a limb in a different tree.
Later, a bee farmer came to collect the
bees, and I told him what had happened.
He said he had never heard of such a
thing, but he thought that maybe the queen
had flown over my head, leaving some of
her scent on my stubble cut.
Well, we got the job done and I didn't
get stung. Bees won't sting when they are
swarming. At least that's what the bee
farmer said. 1K

Pete Harrison has been in the tree care
business for more than 12 years and owns
Harrison 's Tree Sen'ice, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania.
Do you have a story for Froln the
Field? TC'I will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of
TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered
for publication. Articles and photos must
be received by the first day of the mouth
for the foiloii'ing month 's issue.

Disc or Drum? Now There's a Better Choice! • <.. 'r

Morbark's New E=Z Chmipper

00V

Morbark E-Z Chipper Model 20/36

Why Buy an E=Z?
Nearly two years of research and testing have been devoted to
the development of Morbark's new E-Z Chippers. The result?
The safest, most productive, most economical hand-fed brush
chippers you can buy. In fact, this principle works so well, we're
offering a full line of E-Z chippers from' small drop feed units to
large whole-tree chippers. Because the E-Z chippers are so
superior in every way to conventional- drum chippers and disc
chippers, we are pleased to announce we will discontinue
production of our own popular hand-fed, disc-style chippers. But don't just take our word for it. The only way to really
appreciate these chippers is to see them run. We urge you to call
today for a free video demonstration and for the name of your
local Morbark dealer, who will be happy to arrange a live
demonstration. Once you see an E-Z operate, we're convinced
it will be your next chipper!

MORBARK
P.O. Box 1000 Winn, Ml 48896 (800) 233-6065

Morbark's E-Z Secret
The patented E-Z chipping principle is a revolutionar
concept in brush chipping. Illustrated by the patent drav
ing above, the E-Z drum works much like a circular sa
blade. Chips are held in the deep chip pocket unt
discharged by centrifugal force. This allows chipping wit
less horsepower and chipper wear than ever before.

Please circle 30 0,i the Reader Service Card
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hi(ago) invols tug non-Vermeer brush
Due to recent accidents in Michigan (ax it cli ax % cit, 'turk. Florida and
chippers, the following safety regulation has been adopted by the Michigan OSHA. and according to the NATIONAL
ARBORIST ASSOCiATION, this requirement may soon become effective across the entire U.S.

"The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has determined that a distance of 85 inches shall be
maintained from the blades out the hopper and down to the ground. Our position is that with the addition of 'q
infeed devices the hazard is now closer to the operator increasing the probability of serious injury or death
which the recent accidents indicate. To reduce this probability we are requiring that 85 inches be the minimum
distance from any hazard to the employees whether it is the blades or infeed mechanism with sides having
sufficient height to prevent operating personnel from exposure to the hazard during normal operation.'

7

Michigan Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Safety and Regulations. MI-OSHA
A
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Longer feed tables on Vermeer 1220 and 1250
Brush Chippers give you roughly twice the
distance as some competitive units! More protec
,

_.

1

I"N21
-

out the feed

See us at TCI Expo

(800) 829-0051

Call today!
for details and the name of your Vermeer dealer.

-

tion for your operators. More leverage when you're
feeding heavy limbs. Plus, you can fold it up and
lock out the "uninvited" when the machine is idle.
Also, check
rollers. Spring-loaded
vertical rollers allow you to get an aggressive bite
on material up to 12 inches in diameter and
'irtualIy eliminate the wrapping problems which
commonly occur when handling vinrv materiii
with older chipping machines.

THE DIGGIN
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BRAIDED TREE ROPE

This rope was designed specifically for the demanding needs
of the professional arborist. "XTC" is a tightly braided single braid
consisting of 16 individual strands of DuPont's Dacron" polyester
plied over "para-ep" olefin. A high twist core of polyester keeps the
construction firm & round, providing an extra measure of safety. XTC is
an excellent choice for both climbing line and bull rope due to it's
nonsnagging abrasion resistant construction and excellent energy absorption
characteristics. "XTC" is made entirely without internal obstructions such as
braider splices to insure smooth running.
STRENGTHS & WEIGHTS FOR XTC & XTC-PLUS
SIZE

112
5/8

AVE. STRENGTH
6,200
10,000

MIN. STRENGTH
5,580
9.000

STRENGTH KNOTTED
4,200
6.660

WT/100FT.
7.0
10.6

Aq

XTC PLUS
Load ve rsus Elastic Elongation

inc T ro es
all of the
characteristics of
c1
XTC, plus a higher
degree of visibility in
the tree. Fully half of the
cover strands are bright red
extrusion dyed polyestermeaning the color is permanent
and will not fade or run with use.
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XTC-12
XTC-12 is a "Nubbier" hollow braid
offering less weight and yet excellent
abrasion resistance. A 12-strand single
braid of polyester/"para-ep" olefin, this all
synthetic rope has no tendency to rot or mildew
and is entirely useable even when wet. XTC-12 is
identified by two adjacent yellow strands.

goo

STRENGTHS & WEIGHTS FOR XTC-1 2
SIZE
112
5/8
3/4

AVE. STRENGTH
6,000
9,800
12,750

MIN. STRENGTH
5,400
8,820
11,475

STRENGTH KNOTTED
3,200
5,200
6,800

WT/100FT.
6.7
10.1
13.3

'Alf
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TREE BRAIT
is a non rotating alternative to 3-strand rope. Easily
coiled and thrown, this rope will not hockle. Brait
offers unsurpassed energy absorption capability and is
an excellent bull rope.

/.

TOT
STRENGTHS & WEIGHTS FOR BRAIT
SIZE

AVE. STRENGTH

MN. STRENGTH

STRENGTH KNOTTED

WT/100FT.

112
9/16
5/8

5,175
6,480
8,100

4,650
5,800
7,200

3.100
3,800
4,850

6.6
8.2
10.3

YALEX
PRUNER LINES
Yalex is a single braid of 100% polyester with a
special urethane maxijacket coating, which adds to
the durability of the line. Since it has low stretch, it
takes less energy to work the tool, resulting in less
fatigue. Yalex resists sunlight and therefore won't
form whiskers or break down in the weather.
(

Size

Strength/Lbs.

1/4
5/16

2500
4000

Weight/Lbs. Per 100 ft.
2.0
2.9

Yalex is the choice for throwing lines and for use on
extension ladders.

-

4

.,.

Its bright yellow and
red colors make this
Yalex Adjustable
Safety Lanyard
highly visible in the
tree. Produced with
extrusion-dyed
polyester - the colors
won't wear off. Dual
action snaphooks
add a margin of
safety yet are easy to
operate. Available in
a wide variety of
adjustable lengths,
our most popular
sizes adjust 32" to
84' and 32' to 102".

SAFETY LANYARD

Size Strength/Lbs. Weight/Lbs. Per 100 ft.
12.500
112
8.5
Work Load
1,250

1
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Please send me a short sample of the following:
XTC

Name

L

XTC-Plus

Company

I

E

XTC-12

Street

I

E

Yalex

City, State

E

Polyplus

Tel.#

Also include your industrial catalog
Clip and mail to Yale Cordage or Fax to 800-255-9253.

ZIP

I
I

